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reauested S600 for "Desert Shield Hemor1al Walls" oro,ect. Witn thousands of Iraa1
/
civ1l1ans be1nq killed it ' s 1naPoroor1ate to have a memorial wall for onlv US
soldiers. With all the different oraanizinq work aoinq on around the countrv this
was not a or1or1tv for us. We don ' t suooort a oro ect which onlv includes the names
~f US asualt1es. and it also does not hook l:{lto an effort to oraan1ze action
3aa1nst the war .

•
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Central

-; ✓

&

Latin Aaerica

Co lombia Human Riahts _ommittee 1 DC 1 Wash1nqton . oc , - 5600 SRANT for oroduct1 on
& ma1 1na _osts of tne1r quarterlv newslett.er. Co omo1a Updat~.
1
anct N9.Ys1000 LOAN for a direct mai l fund ra1sinq 1:arnoa1qn. Verv positive
_i j _____-f"ete r~nces. Whv haven ' t thev aPPlied to other foundations ? We shouldn ' t be the
1 br~ ,_/ only source of foundati on fundinq for them.
Yes to qrant. Yes to loan. We need t J
· _____ ask them how l onq thev need the loan for.

r/\-(
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9 } N. H. Central Ameri ca Network {Concord. NH ) - $600 GRANT for eXPenses of a fund

raisina campa1<m.
issues as well.

We ' ve funded them before.

Thev ' ve been workJ.nq on Middle East

Communitv Qrqanizinq/Anti-racist work

/✓
I

10 ) Coalition for Commun1tv Control of Development (Boston. HA ) -$600 GRANT to orint

a brochure about their 2nd annual "State of the Ne1qhborhoods" Convention.
Questions raised about convention kevina in on upcominq citv elections 1n Boston.
Is this what we want to fund? This is a qood qroup. Thev do qood work.
11 ) Survivors. Inc./Survival News (W. Roxburv. HA ) - POSTPONED. Thev had asked for
S600 for production of the newspaper.
Havmarket turned them down . Board has a new

policy with qroups that repeat year after vear. Asked them to wait a vear.
D1scuss1on: How important is a newspaoer? Their pol1t1cs are qood. Is newsoaoer
key to orqanizinq beinq done by anybody? Does CitvLife use it '? Dorchester Women · s
Committee ? CCCD? Is this newspaper useful? Will oeoPle miss 1t? Hard to imaq1ne
1t 1s used 1n orqan1z1nq. Should we turn them down or oostoone so we can ask around
and find out if this 1s useful to folks? Thev distribute for free and fairlv
widely. Does that brinq people to them? What's the purpose of the paper?
Decision: Postpone to find out if anvone uses this 1n their orqanizinq work.

·; /
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12 ) Midwest Housinq Network (Ann Arbor, HI ) - S300 GRANT (as requested ) for
production of their reqional housinq newsletter.
13 ) Robeson Defense Commi ttee (Pembroke. NC ) - S400 GRANT for camera and an
answerinq machine. Thev had reauested S600. We didn't think thev needed that much

fo r a camera and answer1nq machine.
Women

--------- - - -

NO GRANT. Thev had asked t or
Discussion: People didn ' t like
lancruaqe used in aopl1cat1on. Seemed like thev were self appointed orqanizers.
What evidence is there other qroups want them to do these pro1ects/meet1nqs. One
third of them are pro-life. "Evervone has a Piece of the truth." Older people are
over 45. What do they do specificallv 1n terms of orqaniz1nq? Decision: No qrant.
We don ' t see evidence fr om ~our a0Pl1cation that the qrouos vou want to coordinate
want you to coordinate tnem. Pro-life issue. We find 1t verv difficult to support
~
~aanization whose membership 1s l/3 pro-life.
•
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Silkwinqs / Women ' s Action Group (Duluth,

HN l -

S60 0 for production eXPenses of a new newsletter.

15) Refuse & Resist (New York, NY) - NO GRANT. Thev had asked for S200 for ma1linq
costs for proiect to shut down the Supreme Court in response to decisions

7
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restr1ctinq women ' s r1ohts. They want to know whv thev keep oett1no turned down.
They never send us information a,bout other oroups tnev have worked with. We should
put a box 1n our newsletter lettinq people know that Refuse and Resist has noth1na
to do with us. Tell them that we don ' t fund them because thev ar~ a sect that 1s
interested solely in Promotinq themselves. not in workina with other qrouPs. One
example is vour statement on Middle East. You don ' t ~ondemn S. Husse1n · s invasion
of Kuwait. Also. we find vour aPoroPriat1on four name extremelv dishonest and
man1oulat1 ve. ( Callinq vour benef 1 t --once rt "Resist! in ·: once rt " 1s bound to
confuse manv people who have supported us since 1967. 1 we· don ' t encouraae vou to
I
ccme back to us aaain.
--1

/
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Miscellaneous

,__ _______ 1 6\
, ✓

Alliance for •: ultur3l Democncy (HinneaPolls. HN l - S600 GRANT for an
outreach / advert1sinq :ampaian for suoscribers to tne1r maqaz1ne. ,-,ood important
pro1 ect. Verv important work. Will do well oivina oeooie resources.

----I
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17 } Haine Citizens to Defend the Bill of Riqhts (Auousta. ME ! - NO GRANT. They had
requested S600 their Fourth Annual "Confarence Investiqat1nq Cnmes omnu tted bv the
FBI" to be held March 2, 1991. Thev had left out cart of their procosal. Nancy H.
read from material t.hev sent 1n at the last minute. Question raised about Previous
conference, and lack of orqanizinq follow-up. Conference will be useful. but is
pavinq S3500 for speakers? This is an event. not onqoinq orqan1zinq,

--

18)
Intentional Future (Seattle. WA l - S200 (SOME 1 • Thev · had reauested S600 for
I
exoenses of their CommunitY Events Forums. Questions raised 3bout whether or not
this was need of community or have thev iust decided the communitv needs this?
-------- Skill sharinq seminars are important. Roundtable- who knows? What about a SOME?
•

BUSIHESS/POLICY Imt:>
• A Call to Resist - A suqqestion from the Board/Staff lunch on 12 /2 6 / 90: a
discussion bv board members at this Feb. 3rd meetinq about a new Call to Resist. Do
we feel a new Call should be done. based on our discussion at the last board
meetinq? This would commit us to a process over a period of time. We could set up
a sub-committee to work on this. What 1s the feelino of the board on this issue?
Should we put out a new Call? THIS DISCUSSION WAS POSTPONED DUE TO SMALL HEETING
TURNOUT.
Board Search Committee - Got a few invitations to speak at qroups. Ken and
Tatiana will speak at Centro H1spano de Chelsea. We will also be send1no someone to
Com1te Hondureno as soon as we find a date.
•Newsletter-Tatiana 1s still plann1nq on qoinq to Mexico to learn SPanish. She
has ~rranaed coveraoe Jt the newsl4=tter for April . and Hav when she w1.1: t:e .::one.
E{achel Martin ·.-n ll edit April issue. Eileen Bollnskv w1l · lav lt. out:. Le1qh Peak~
· from RA l will edit and lavout Hay issue. We aqreed to oav S12 / hour ~t 40 hours an
issue plus 10 hours for paste up.
• 25th Ann1versarv- Louis reminded us that our 25th anniversarv is cominq up in
late September/ early October of 1992. We should start th1nk1nq of thinas we want to
do to celebrate it. We aqreed to Put this on the aqenda of an upcominq board
meetinq so that we could brainstorm ideas.

•

Office - Finances: Total ficrure S278.411.86
Cambridqe Trust
Workinq Assets Cash

S 14,442.60
S138. 748.16

SISf
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A call to
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illegitimate authority

One Summer Street, Somerville, M~achusetts 02143
617 /623-5110
frank Brod hnd
Pun Cham berlain

February 5, 1991

Conme Chan
Bell Chcvigny
~ oam Chomsky
Kate Cloud
Tess EwU1g

Norm Fruchter
Mit,hdl Goodman
Kenneth Hale
Osa.r Hernandez
Franlt Joycc

Clark Kissinger
Refuse & Resist
305 Madison Ave., Suite 1166
New York, NY 10165

Louis Kmlpf
Hans Koning
Paul Lauter
Nancy Moniz
Ridwd Ohmann
Wayne O'Neil
Carlos Otero
Grace Paley
RoJW1oa Pastor
Merbk Rea.goo
Henry RO$emont
T:uia.oa Schreiber
Renae Scott
Me~dich Smith
Amy Swerdlow
Keo Taogvik

Rene V:i.Jle
~orge Vickers
Nancy Wechsler
f r:m White

Dear Clark,
The board of Resist met on February 3rd to consider
proposals for funding.
It was decided not to fund your request.
You had asked if we apply criteria other than in our
Guidelines in our decisions for tunding. Yes, we do apply
criteria of politics, effectiveness, working reiationships with
other groups, among other factors.
In the past we have . asked you to list groups that you work
with.
You have not done this, except to mention ACLU. It has
come to our attention from trusted contacts that your
organ i zation is a sect, the Revolutionary Communist Party. We do
not fund sects that are primarily interested in promoting
themselves und not in working ~ith other groups. We have
problems witn other aspects of your politics, for example your
statement on the Middle East. You don't condemn Iraq s invasion
of Kuwait. Finally, we find your appropriation of our name
extremely dishonest and manipulative. Calling your benefit
c oncert "Resist! in Concert" was bound to confuse many people who
have supported us since 1967.
1

-- ., __,-•-·-···~ ------:- -la . cc:>Dc.~ion, plea·&& do no-~ apply- tG u-s -for fu-nding- -in the

future.

Board of Resist

?

/

•

Reluse & Resist!

~~~Ji.t~
i
- -

305 Madison Avenue, Suite 1166, New York, NY 10165 • 212-941-5474

Ft:-~b-r uar y 11,

1 ·:=.t·:H

Dear The Board of Resist:
We just -received a letter

from you (copy attached).

We wanted to check on the authenticity of such a petty,
misinfo-rmed letter.
With so much of the FBI COINTELPRO bullshit harming the hard
work of many good people, it is important to check on such
things~ and most imp0rtantly to keep good relations between
organizations who opposing the same forces of reaction.
Just off the top of my head,

•

we work with:

Food Not Bombs, SF
BACORR (Bay A-rea Coalition Our Reproductive Rights)
WHAM~ (NYC)
ACT UP
Catholics fo-r a Free Choice
Interfaith Foundation for Community Organizing
Cent t:~r for Constitutional F.:i ght s
Intercommunity Center for Justice and Peace
New York Pro-Choice Coalition
Rock Against Racism
Rock Against Se x ism

NOW
.i~CL.U

and m-.:i\ny ot hey- s.
P lease let u s

k now what~s up with you all.

~<ar i sa Du r -r
The enclosed brochure f-rom the last conce-rt should give you
some glimpse at the kind of people we work with, check out
Adviso-ry Boa-rd and artists and a-rticles. Another event is in
the works, much bigger in tempo with the times .

•

'

~

Mar ch '3 ,

1 ·3•31

/

•

The Board of Directors
Resist
One Summer Street
Somerville, MA 02143
Dear Friends:
Last December
a member of our
National
Council,
Clark
Kissinger,
submitted a
grant request
to Resist
for
an action
project directed at the Supreme Court
in support of women's
rights.
This Supreme Court action .is now being co-sponsored by
OUT!/DC
Ca lesbian and gay direct action group) and the Capital
City chapter of NOW, and is being publicized through the mailing _
list of the Wa~hington Area Clinic Defense Task Force.
In early February we received a reply on behalf of the Board
of Resist.
Because of the highly unusual content of the reply,
we sought
and received confirmation of
its authenticity.
Our
concern
is not
with Resist's decision on the funding of this
particular project.
What has disturbed everyone who has seen the
letter
is its tone and the unwarranted attacks on Refuse &
Res i st ! c c,n t a in ed
in it •
It smac ks •=- f
a b yg c,n e er a that n c, one
wants to see return,
and seems totally out of keeping with the
reputations of the many wonderful people who ~erve on Resist's
board.

•

We are more than happy to discuss any of the issues you
raised, and we have always been open to and available for such
discussion.
We feel that problems that arise between organizations should be resolved by open discussion based on mutual
respect, and not through unilateral denunciations based on misinformation.
We hope that you share our approach.
We would like to arrange a meeting between a representative
from our National
group
from your
Board and a similar g y oup
Since we both have a number of
Council
as soon as possible.
could this meeting be arranged
people in the New York area,
there ? Could you give us a call to work out the arrangements ?
We look
forward to resolving whatever
problems have arisen
and to working more closely given our many shared goals.
Yours in resistance,

~~~
National Secretary, R&R!
cc:

•

National Executive Committee
Clark l<issinger

/

•

1
...

- __
:_

Dear Nancy,
-

Enclosed ia~y letter to Kissinger, plus one of the many things he
sent me. I got -__s_uf.ficiently irritated with his letter, etc . to write,
though maybe it aqds fool to the fire~

-~I

You see my . view in th~ lett~r. · __I .don't think it's use.ful to get
into questions -of their s·tand on Iraq ( I agr.e e with you on that) or the
substance -of what -we hear _from people we ask {1 do think that "as
awkwardly phrased--but that's very minor). I think, one, that we should
say that no useful purpose can be served by further discussion, especially given their continued effort to suggest some link between R&R and
Resist. And, two, if they do something like send a letter to people or
to some mag, I'd come dowri very hard--it's wrong, all of my experience
tells me, to ig~ore sectarians. And where I'd begin is by -saying that
long political experience has led me to conclude that people accuse you
of what they are doing.

•

This is a fucking .waste of time.
purpose.

Which, of course, is its

I haven't opened the board packet, so I have nothing to say on
requests and, because I've been submerged in work, not much on anything
else either.
cheers,

•

/

•

. -..: ~..7~--_.-. "',~::i~:'":'"!~..

- --::--

1

500 - East 77th St.
New York, Y 10162
March 11
Come- on, Clark. We've· both been around too long and this is too
- --n-t-n-_-a game to waste time on. Even writing this letter is a greater
: diture ··or time than I really- want to ·-make.

Yes, I thought it would have been better for a particular person
-

a.-t the office to sign the letter to you, and perhaps it mi ght have been

. -~~or~ tactfully phrased. But, then again, why beat around the bush?--if
_Q__ne can still use that metaphor--the letter summarized the conclusions
; ~--Q.f the discussion, as is our practice. And I have no problem with the
.:.·~ ~ tance.

•

Quite tijle contrary: to be perfectly honest, I've been very
------~~~ppy--thirik it's dishonest--the way you guys have played around with
- ·-:: ~ ~'""name nResist ~--e.g. , on your leaflet for the March 3, 1991, act ion,
~ ~ii=-w~ll as ·on the concert. If you want some friendl y criticism, it's
· pre:e1sely that kind of thing that has always characterized the sectarian
--. · t.a..ctic of ripping off other organizations. If it walks like a duck . . .
My recommendation to the board will be that the discussion go no
To push it further can only produce the objective result--al so
oft~n associated with sectarianism--of providing aid and comfort to
Bush. I don't really think you want to spend your organizational
resource s toward that end .

further.

che r .

•

-·
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DON'T LET THEM SANITIZE

•

..
'

THIS BLOODY WAR!

PROTEST PENTAGON CENSORSHIP OF
THE RETURN OF DEAD U.S. TROOPS .

•

WHEN:

Sunday, March 3rd, 1991

WHERE:

Dover Air Force Base-Dover, Delaware.

HOW TO GET A RIDE: All those from the Washington Areawishing to
attend the protest should meet on Sunday morning at 9 am at the Burger King located on
16th & K Streets, NW . Transportation will be provided, though we strongly encourage
anyone with a vehicle to bring it. We should be aniving back aroWld 6 pm..

The Department of Defense has refused to let the media cover the return of the
dead bodies of U.S. Soldiers killed in the Persian Gulf.
By limiting what the media can cover, the Government is making sure that the
American public lacks any information that would spur a wide-scale recognition of
the human costs of the war and the actual reasons behind the genocide of the
Iraqi people.

i R FURTHER INFORMATION:
please leave your name, number and brief message at
Refuse & Resist! (301) 231-3586.

..
_ _ _ _ _A_
c a_ll_ t_o

•

Frank Brodhead
Pam Chamberlain
Connie Chan
Bell Chevigny
Noam Chomsky
Kate Cloud
Tess Ewing
Norm Fruchter
Mitchell Goodman
Kenneth Hale
Oscar Hernandez
Frank Joyce
Louis Kampf
Hans Koning
Paul Lauter
Nancy Moniz
Richard Ohmann
Wayne O'Neil
Carlos Otero
Grace Paley
Roxanna Pastor
Merble Reagon
Henry Rosemont
Tatiana Schreiber
Renae Scott
Meredith Smith
Amy Swerdlow
Ken Tangvik
Rene Valle
George Vickers
Nancy Wechsler
Fran White

•

R ESI~il egitimate

authority

One Summer Street, Somerville, Massachusetts 02143
617 /623-5110

Board Meeting - Feb. 3, 1991 - 11am
Place to be arranged
Dear board member,
As you've noticed above, we don't have a place for the
meeting yet.
I'll send you the information as soon as a place
has been arranged.
As usual you'll find the business items of the meeting at
the end of the grants agenda portion of this letter.
If you have any comments and can't come to the meeting,
please send in your feedback as well as your proxy.

AGENDA

**

Any last minute items of information by staff which are
important to meeting.

GRANT REQUESTS
Native Americans
1) Sovereignty Network (Palmer, Alaska) -$600 requested to
develop an educational & training packet for organizing Alaskan
Native Americans.
Yes _ _ _ No _ _ _ Maybe

2) Minnesota Peace & Justice Coalition (Minneapolis) Requesting $600 for expenses of their Native American
"Spearfishing Treaty Rights Project."
Yes ___ No _ _ _ Maybe

Gay

•

&

Lesbian

3) Alliance of Mass. Asian Lesbians & Gay Men (Boston, MA) They're asking for $512 for production of a special AIDS
supplement for their newsletter.
Yes ___ No ___ Maybe

•

4) WeWah & BarCheeAmpe (New York, NY) - $600 request for
production & mailing costs for their newsletter, and for post
office box fees .
Yes ___ No ___ Maybe

Middle East
Los Angeles Coalition Against Intervention in the Middle East
(CA) - They're asking for $600 toward expenses of their upcoming
events.
Maybe
No
Yes
5)

6)
Mobilization for Survival/National Office (New York, NY) $600 request to cover part of costs of conference facilities for
their Jan. 18 Gulf Strategy Conference.
Yes ___ No ___ Maybe

•

7)
American Friends Service Committee (San Francisco, CA) - $600
requested for expenses of a national effort for support of the
"Desert Shield Memorial Walls."
Yes ___ No ___ Maybe

Central

&

Latin America

8)
Colombia Human Rights Committee/DC (Washington, DC) - Request
of a grant of $600 for production & mailing costs of their
quarterly newsletter, Colombia Update.
(Also asking for loan,
see below.)
Yes ___ No ___ Maybe

9) N.H. Central America Network (Concord, NH) - $600 requested
for expenses of a fund raising campaign.
Yes ___ No ___ Maybe

Community Organizing/Anti-racist work
10) Coalition for Community Control of Development (Boston, MA) $600 asked to print a brochure about their 2nd annual "State of
the Neighborhoods" Convention.
Yes ___ No _ _ _ Maybe

•

•

11) Survivors, Inc./Survival News (W. Roxbury, MA) - $600 asked
for production of the newspaper (copies at meeting).
Yes ___ No ___ Maybe

12) Midwest Housing Network (Ann Arbor, MI) - Request of $300 for
production of their regional housing newsletter.
Yes _ _ _ No ___ Maybe

13) Robeson Defense Committee (Pembroke, NC) - $600 asked for the
purchase of a camera and an answering machine.
Yes ___ No ___ Maybe

Women
14) Silkwings/Women's Action Group (Duluth, MN) They're asking
for $600 for production expenses of a new newsletter. I've asked
them to send a copy or an outline.
Yes ___ No ___ Maybe

•

15) Refuse & Resist (New York, NY) They're asking for $200 for
costs of a mailing for organizing a project to shut down the
Supreme Court in response to decisions restricting women's
rights.
Yes ___ No ___ Maybe

Miscellaneous
16) Alliance for Cultural Democracy (Minneapolis, MN)
- $600
requested for an outreach/advertising campaign for subscribers to
their magazine.
(It's long.
I'll have it at the meeting.)
Yes ___ No ___ Maybe

17)
Maine Citizens to Defend the Bill of. Rights (Augusta, ME) Request of $600 for general expenses of the Fourth Annual
"Conference Investigating Crimes Committed by the FBI" on March
2, 1991.
Yes
No
Maybe

•

18)
Intentional Future (Seattle, WA) - $600 requested for
expenses of their Community Events Forums for the Puget Sound

. .

•

activist community. Their newspapers will be at the meeting.
Yes ___ No ___ Maybe

LOAN REQUEST
19) Colombia Human Rights Committee/DC (Washington, DC) They're asking for a loan of $1,000 for a direct mail fund
raising campaign.
Yes ___ No
Maybe

BUSINESS/POLICY ITEMS

* A Call to Resist - A suggestion from the Board/Staff lunch on
12/26/90: a discussion by board members at this Feb. 3rd meeting
about a new Call to Resist.
Do we feel a new Call should be
done, based on our discussion at the last board meeting? This
would commit us to a process over a period of time.
We could set
up a sub-committee to work on this.
What is the feeling of the
board on this issue? Should we put out a new Call?

•

*

Board Search Committee - report.

*

Office - Finances and other miscellaneous items.

* Next board meeting - We have to set a date and place for the
next meeting.
I'll send you any additional info before the meeting on any
of the above when I receive it.
For peace and justice,

1~z,

Resist staff

CLIP AND SEND TO RESIST OFFICE
I won't be able to attend the Feb. 3rd meeting in the Boston
area. My preference for a date for a following meeting in Boston
is
March 17

March 24
Signature

•

1
Resist Board Meeting - Feb. 3, 1991
Nancy Wechsler's, 57 Moore St., Som., HA
•

Present: Louis Kampf, Nancy Moniz, Nancy Wechsler (minutes), and Wayne O'Neil.

People expressed concern at low turnout of board members to a Boston meeting. We
need to discuss commitments of board members. We understand people are tired from
other meetings, demos and commitments. But it was discouraging to have only four
people at this meeting.
GRANT REQUESTS: We gave out a total of $6412 to 13 groups, but then National MOBE
withdrew their request (see below), which means we gave out a total of $5812 to 12
groups.
Native Americans

1) Sovereignty Network (Palmer, Alaska) -$600 GRANT to develop an educational &
training packet for organizing Alaskan Native Americans. We had funded them in the
past. They didn't send us specifications of what is going to be in training packet.
We should ask them for a copy.
2) Minnesota Peace & Justice Coalition (Minneapolis) - $600 GRANT for expenses of
their Native American "Spearfishing Treaty Rights Project." No formal position on
abortion. Decision: Yes to a grant. Tell them we are happy they are discussing
the issue of abortion and not just avoiding it. We hope they will come out with a
position in support of a woman's right to choose abortion.

•

Gay & Lesbian
3) Alliance of Mass. Asian Lesbians & Gav Men (Boston, MA) - $512 GRANT for
production of a special AIDS supplement for their newsletter.

BarCheeAmpe (New York, NY) - $200 (SOME) for production & mailinq costs
Do we fund this kind of qroup?
Thev don't have radical edqe. Thev plav at nationalism. Decision: SOME. We want
to support vour work, but don't have a clear picture vet of what vour politics are,
and where vou are headinq. Feel free to apply aqain next vear.
4)

WeWah

&

for their newsletter, and for post office box fees.

Middle East

5) Los Anqeles Coalition Aqainst Intervention in the Middle East (CA) - $600 GRANT
toward expenses of upcominq events. They did recently adopt a statement condemninq
Iraq's invasion of Kuwait. There is another coalition which formed recently--more
mainstream qroups. Not sure why another orqanization formed.

•

6) Mobilization for Survival/National Office (New York, NY) - *WITHDRAWN (see note
below). At the board meetinq we decided to award MOBE a $600 qrant to cover part of
costs of conference facilities for their Jan. 18 Gulf Strateqy Conference.
Discussion: NM asked them to send update, but we didn't receive it. We don't have a
full report of meetinq. Peter told Nancy it went well. Should we put aside monev
until we see update, or iust qive them the qrant? We decided to qive them the
qrant, but would still like to see update. (*Please note that when I qot to the
office Monday morninq, Peter had left a messaqe that he hadn't sent the update
because they had decided to withdraw their application. They felt their financial
emerqency had passed for now, and that thev didn't feel we needed to bend our "once
a vear" rule for them at this time.
7)

American Friends Service Committee (San Francisco, CA) - NO GRANT.

They had

2

•

requested $600 for "Desert Shield Memorial Walls" Proiect. With thousands of Iraqi
civilians beinq killed it's inappropriate to have a memorial wall for only US
soldiers. With all the different orqanizinq work qoinq on around the countrv this
was not a priority for us. We don't support a proiect which only includes the names
of US casualties, and it also does not hook into an effort to orqanize action
aqainst the war.
Central & Latin America

8)

Colombia Human Riqhts Committee/DC (Washinqton, DC) - $600 GRANT for production
mailinq costs of their quarterly newsletter, Colombia Update,
and (19) $1000 LOAN for a direct mail fund raisinq campaiqn. Verv positive
references. Why haven't they applied to other foundations? We shouldn't be the
only source of foundation fundinq for them. Yes to qrant, Yes to loan. We need to
ask them how lonq they need the loan for.

&

9) N.H. Central America Network (Concord, NH) - $600 GRANT for expenses of a fund
raisinq campaiqn. We've funded them before. They've been workinq on Middle East
issues as well.
CoDDDunitv Orqanizinq/Anti-racist work
10) Coalition for Community Control of Development (Boston, MA) -$600 GRANT to print
a brochure about their 2nd annual "State of the Neiqhborhoods" Convention.
Questions raised about convention keyinq in on upcominq city elections in Boston.
Is this what we want to fund? This is a qood qroup. They do qood work.

•

11) Survivors, Inc./Survival News (W. Roxburv, MA) - POSTPONED. They had asked for
$600 for production of the newspaper. Havmarket turned them down. Board has a new
policy with qroups that repeat year after year. Asked them to wait a year.
Discussion: How important is a newspaper? Their politics are qood. Is newspaper
key to orqanizinq beinq done by anybody? Does CityLife use it? Dorchester Women's
Committee? CCCD? Is this newspaper useful? Will people miss it? Hard to imaqine
it is used in orqanizinq. Should we turn them down or postpone so we can ask around
and find out if this is useful to folks? They distribute for free and fairly
widely. Does that brinq people to them? What's the purpose of the paper?
Decision: Postpone to find out if anyone uses this in their orqanizinq work.
12) Midwest Housinq Network (Ann Arbor, MI) - $300 GRANT (as requested) for
production of their reqional housinq newsletter.
13) Robeson Defense Committee (Pembroke, NC) - $400 GRANT for camera and an
answerinq machine. They had requested $600. We didn't think they needed that much
for a camera and answerinq machine.
Women

•

14) Silkwinqs/Women's Action Group (Duluth, MN) - NO GRANT. They had asked for
$600 for production expenses of a new newsletter. Discussion: People didn't like
lanquaqe used in application. Seemed like they were self appointed orqanizers.
What evidence is there other qroups want them to do these proiects/meetinqs. One
third of them are pro-life. "Evervone has a piece of the truth." Older people are
over 45. What do they do specifically in terms of orqanizinq? Decision: No qrant.
We don't see evidence from your application that the qroups you want to coordinate
want you to coordinate them. Pro-life issue. We find it verv difficult to support
an orqanization whose membership is 1/3 pro-life.
15) Refuse & Resist (New York, NY) - NO GRANT. They had asked for $200 for mailinq
costs for proiect to shut down the Supreme Court in response to decisions

3

•

restrictinq women's riqhts. They want to know why they keep qettinq turned down.
They never send us information a,bout other qroups thev have worked with. We should
put a box in our newsletter lettinq people know that Refuse and Resist has nothinq
to do with us. Tell them that we don't fund them because they are a sect that is
interested solely in promotinq themselves, not in workinq with other qroups. One
example is your statement on Middle East. You don't condemn S. Hussein's invasion
of Kuwait. Also, we find your appropriation of our name extremely dishonest and
manipulative. (Callinq your benefit concert "Resist! in concert" is bound to
confuse many people who have supported us since 1967.) We don't encouraqe you to
come back to us aqain.
Miscellaneous

16) Alliance for Cultural Democracy (Minneapolis. MN) - $600 GRANT for an
outreach/advertisinq campaiqn for subscribers to their maqazine. Good important
proiect. Very important work. Will do well qivinq people resources.
17 } Maine Citizens to Defend the Bill of Riqhts (Auqusta. ME) - NO GRANT. They had
requested $600 their Fourth Annual "Conference Investiqatinq Crimes Committed by the
FBI" to be held March 2, 1991. They had left out part of their proposal. Nancy M.
read from material they sent in at the last minute. Question raised about previous
conference, and lack of orqanizinq follow-up. Conference will be useful. but is
payinq $3500 for speakers? This is an event. not onqoinq orqanizinq.

•

18}
Intentional Future (Seattle, WA) - $200 (SOME). They had requested $600 for
expenses of their Community Events Forums. Questions raised about whether or not
this was need of community or have they iust decided the community needs this?
Skill sharinq seminars are important. Roundtable- who knows? What about a SOME?
BUSINESS/POLICY ITEMS

* A Call to Resist - A suqqestion from the Board/Staff lunch on 12/26/90: a
discussion by board members at this Feb. 3rd meetinq about a new Call to Resist. Do
we feel a new Call should be done. based on our discussion at the last board
meetinq? This would commit us to a process over a period of time. We could set up
a sub-committee to work on this. What is the feelinq of the board on this issue?
Should we put out a new Call? THIS DISCUSSION WAS POSTPONED DUE TO SMALL MEETING
TURNOUT.
* Board Search Committee - Got a few invitations to speak at qroups. Ken and
Tatiana will speak at Centro Hispano de Chelsea. We will also be sendinq someone to
Comite Hondureno as soon as we find a date.
* Newsletter-Tatiana is still planninq on qoinq to Mexico to learn Spanish. She
has arranqed coveraqe of the newsletter for April and May when she will be qone.
Rachel Martin will edit April issue. Eileen Bolinsky· will lay it out. Leiqh Peake
(from RA) will edit and layout May issue. We aqreed to pay $12/hour at 40 hours an
issue plus 10 hours for paste up.

* 25th Anniversary- Louis reminded us that our 25th anniversarv is cominq up in
late September/early October of 1992. We should start thinkinq of thinqs we want to
do to celebrate it. We aqreed to put this on the aqenda of an upcominq board
meetinq so that we could brainstorm ideas .
•

*

Office - Finances: Total fiqure $278,411.86
Cambridqe Trust
Workinq Assets Cash

S 14.442.60
$138,748.16
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WA LOAN
Calvert Bond
First Trade CD
Calvert Resist Endmt
Cohen Endowment

S 5,233.85
S 53,034.71

S 51,106.04
S 5,562.40
S 10,284.10

Our total income for 1990 is above 1989, but only by about 5%. You hope for a
10% increase. December 1990 and Januarv 1991 totals are down siqnificantly from
last year. This is due partiallv to the recession, partially to the fact that last
year was exceptionally qood, and partially because last year we were receivinq
income from prospectinq mailinqs. Our larqe prospectinq mailinq is iust qoinq out
this week to about 90,000 names. Wechsler hopes this will pick us up between 5001000 new donors. We had 100,000 brochures printed and she will be sendinq some more
out over the next few months. A friends of contributors mailinq will also be qoinq
out.
We will be receivinq one more check in May for $75,000 from our anonvmous
donor. We are also expectinq David Kennedy's estate to be settled in March. We
should receive a check from that for about $45-$50,000. No other biq checks are
anticipated. We have about 700 reqular pledqes, accountinq for about 27% of our
income.
* Staff Bonus. Staff raised issue of staff bonus for 1990. Last year we received
$375, after a particularly successful fundraisinq year. Since we iust received a
hefty 7 percent cost of livinq raise, we proposed $100 or $150 for this year. Board
aqreed to $150.

•

* Maternitv/Paternitv/Adoptive leave - Wechsler brouqht up the fact that our present
personnel policy qives 2 months paid "maternity/paternity/adoptive" leave. She
assumes this covers lesbian co-parents when the partner is the bioloqical parent.
(But which is it--maternity, paternity, or adoptive?} We decided to chanqe the
language to parental leave and aqree it covers the lesbian non-bioloqical parent.
Wechsler said her qirlfriend is trvinq to qet preqnant. If they end up havinq or
adopting a kid she's planninq on takinq the leave. She said she was thinkinq of

<

takinq 1-2 full time weeks, then work 1/2 time (2 days a week) for the remainder of
the leave. This would enable her to do some work and coordinate other people
fillinq in. She'll update us on this as the need arises.
* Next board meeting - MARCH 17th, in Boston.
end of April or beqinninq of .May in NYC .

•

The followinq meetinq will be the

January 31, 1991
&

FERENCES for February 3, 1991 Resist Board meeting
1)
Sovereignty Network Ray Santiago of the Funding Exchange (which has
funded this group) spoke highly of them.
It's the resource group for
Native Alaskan organizations, they provide most of the technical
assistance, resource & networking.
They're well respected and have a good
staff.
They lend assistance in starting projects, develop leadership on
many Native Alaskan issues such as land issues.
Highly recommended.

2)
MN Peace & Justice Network I talked with Dan Petegorsky of the
Pacific Peace Fund.
He said they're "great." Probably the biggest,
longest standing multi-issue organization around.
Really do the work.
Have good programs, newsletter; they've been doing a lot on the Middle
East in the past few years.
Real energetic, bring in lots of groups, do
demos, events.
Good decision making process, great staff, excellent range
of issues.
They've also don a lot on Native American issues.
They go a
lot of folks from MN to spear fishing lakes/have good working
relationships with Native American groups.
They've made a real impact.
This is a solid organization; Dan likes them a lot.

3)
AMALGM Stephanie Poggi thinks they're "a really good group." Over
the past few years there seems to be new energy & growth.
They've had
good events, very multi-cultural.
Willing to look a many different
issues.
People in the group are also involved in other issues.
The
a eople in the group who she knows have good politics.
Group endorses
. . ther groups' projects.
They had a speaker at an R2N2 demo against
Cardinal Law.
Worked on March to DC.
Wrote an article for GCN's Class
supplement.
Recommends.

4) WeWah & BarCheeAmpe - I talked with Charlie Fernandez of the Out Fund
of the Funding Exchange.
He said that this group doesn't have the most
developed/radical politics yet but he takes a flexible approach with new
groups/constituencies like this one.
The issue is very important in
itself and he's willing to give them some leeway.
The group is involved
with people of color coalition in the city/ there has been some concern
about how they work in coalitions but people have say to give them a
little time to develop wider awareness of issues.
They're not a "showcase
group for radical analysis but, on the other hand I'd take a chance on
them & see how they develop." He'd like to see them nurtured.
5)
LA Coalition Against Intervention Louis suggested I talk with Emily
Abel in LA.
She didn't know much but thought they were the umbrella group
for anti-war word in LA.
She feels they are just fine but doesn't know
for sure.
Feels this would be for Resist.
I then talked with Michelle
Pritchard of the Liberty Hill Fund.
They're funding them this cycle.
She
said that this has been the main force in pulling together all of the
Middle East protest work in the L.A. area.
On 1/26, they had a big demo
which went well & had more attendance than in previous demos for other
issues.
Recently they adopted a statement condemning Iraqui invasion of
Kuwait.
She feels that this is the place to put funding on the issue in
•
. A.
She did say that another coalition consisting of main stream

•

•

organizations had recently formed. It did endorse the 1/26 rally & she
hadn't heard of any conflict between the two .
6)
Mobilization for Survival/National I checked with Margie Fine of
North Star Fund in NYC.
She said she's had very little contact with them
recently but felt that this would be a particularly good time to support
them for anti-war work.
The last time I talked with her about Mobe
(about seven months ago) she talked about Mobe being in a transition
period, with some problems about strategy and direction.
She, at that
time, did say that Mobe was still doing things, had programs, etc. and was
important to support.
The situation we're in now with the Gulf War could
galvanize national Mobe.
7)
AFSC/SF, CA I talked with both Josefina Vasguez Valle and Bill
Hoffman.
(Note from NM - maybe it goes without saying, but what follows
from Josefina is confidential.)
First, Josefina had many negative
comments on SF AFSC mainly about their dealing with people of color\said
they increasingly have a very bad name with people of color groups\Don't
seem interested in inclusiveness, lack of sensitivity.
She said there is
more and more conservative influence in the organization.
Difficult
situation for her there. Real problems, power struggle with general
secretary who's conservative.
She's fighting but it's getting more
difficult.
She didn't seem to know much about the Desert Shield Walls
project, which I find strange since Bill Hoffman told me that she's
general director of P&J of which Middle East work is a part.
Bill Hoffman
of PSC hadn't heard of this project, no publicity about it that he's seen.
He said PSC doesn't work much with AFSC because AFSC has problems with
them and vice versa.
The director of Middle East work, Alan Solomonow,is
pro-Israel. (Note: Louis at meeting said this is not 100% true, AS is more
Peace Now) AFSC has its own concept of M.E. work which doesn't match other
groups; not popular with M.E. solidarity community.
Bill mentioned
Josefina positiv- ely = as P & J staff she had arranged for a tour of

Palestinian women to Bay Area - this caused conflict within AFSC.

Bill

corroborated Josefina's critique on the issue of people of color from what
he's heard. Also he said that AFSC hasn't played a role in Gulf actions in
the area; it's isolated; he hadn't heard of them doing events on the
issue.
AFSC hasn't been active but then the traditional peace community
(such as WRL) has also been fairly inactive.

•

8)
Colombia H.R. Cmtee/Wash., DC I called Coletta Youngers of the
Washington Office on Latin America. She has a high opinion of the group/
WOLA works closely with them= for tours, WOLA handles political
appointments, while CHRC does local groups contact.
Group has played
extremely important role in raising consciousness on Colombia/ very few
groups working on Andean region.
As Colombia has moved to the forefront
of US policy, this group has filled a gap for info & resources.
(Colombia
is a primary recipient of US foreign aid, overtly for drug wars but really
for counter-insurgency work.)
Because this group has this 1 focus, they
can do what WOLA can't in DC/ they have close ties with many groups in the
region.
Also well thought of in Colombia because they don't align
themselves with any party of group there - deal with many sectors (unions,
farm feds, h.r. orgs.) = seen there as a voice for all in DC.
WOLA has
collaborated with them on their Bulletin & on research also.
they
coordinate good tours -diverse sectors to visit groups, unions, churches,

Congress.
WOLA & this group convened the Colombia Working Group= 15
organizations including Arnn.Int., Am. Watch, IPS).
Because of its
ocation in DC, CHRC/DC does national focus, as well as local work.
She's
• een the fund raising packet & thinks it's very good direct mail thing,
feels they have a good chance of raising some money, and are very
responsible financially as far as paying back a loan.
Highly recommended.
Hank Rosemont also checked with 2 of his contacts & organizations
such as AI.
He (they) really like this group. It is single issue but has
the expertise & contacts in D.C. to be effective.
His general sense on he
issue of Colombia is that Colombia is very angry at Bush & that the issue
of Colombia will become a hot issue again soon.
Hank felt that this group
is important to support.
9)
New Hampshire CA Network Arnie Alpert of AFSC/NH had a "totally
glowing reference." Extremely good work/ no paid staff= great volunteer
staff, very responsible.
Network does good job of mobilizing for events &
projects.
Recently had an event with NH Coalition of the Homeless (work
closely with them), made good connection of issues (an event on refugees
was held in a homeless shelter).
Very supportive of Middle East work
also.
They were part of founding meeting of NH Coalition on the Middle
East.
Recently worked with NECAN on a tour of Nica. labor leaders, had
events with NH labor unions.
In general, though, Arnie has seen a real
drop in enthusiasm by the general public there for Central America work
with corresponding drop in funding.
They really do need to do this fund
raising project.
Recommends.
10)
CCCD I talked with Kathy Brown of City Life (also a former staff
erson at CASA.
She said that City Life has worked with them for some
ime/ she's personally been to several of their events.
Their focus is
empowering of local neighborhood councils which makes the mayor nervous.
Their work in Jamaica Plain has made a difference as far as zoning &
housing issues.
She has heard from various sources that another State of

the N'ghbhd. Convention is needed

&

would be very good based on the last

one.
City Life will support & participate in this.
CCCD consults with
City Life for input & strategy suggestions.
She said this is definitely
key work & they are doing what they say they are.
She sees on a reality
level a real need for community control.
City life has a concern that
there will be enough resources to continue this important work.
She
highly recommends that we support this group.
Ken Tangvik is on CCCD's Steering Committee.
He's been highly
supportive of this in my past conversations with him.
11) Survivors, Inc. Renae Scott said she knows of them through the
Boston Women's Fund which made grant to them in past.
As far as she
knows, the articles are written by members of low income and welfare
groups.
It's a good newsletter/ covers upcoming actions, has questions &
answers column for people's info/ seems to be distribution of Boston
outward but more in Boston area= news seems to be more for Mass. than for
national population.
She has a question of fund raising by this group=
so far there seems to always to be a funds crunch for the paper, they've
done some fund raising, ads in paper, but can't expect to raise funds from
readers, perhaps.
Should Resist make a decision to support this,
realizing that they might not be able to self-sustain?
•
I also talked with Fernando Melendez of Haymarket.
I asked why

"

.
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Haymarket had turned down the last proposal of this group.
He said they
like the group and have funded them year after year. But Haymarket has a
ew policy for repeaters, asking them to wait a year between requests (?).
• he board felt that they needed to use funds for other grants & issues.
12) Midwest Housing Network Ray Santiago of the Funding Exchange
suggested I talk with their Midwest board member.
She did know of this
newsletter & felt it is important for organizing & networking in the MW.
Good politics, they work many issues into the NL. Recommends.
13)
Robeson Defense Cmtee. I'm having a hard time getting a definitive
reference on this group.
I talked with Mandy Carter of WRL/SE first.
She
said she knows of the group, has met some of the people in the past, and
gets their mailings.
But she couldn't say anything in detail for recent
work.
I then called Mab Seegrest of NCARRV.
Mab said she knew this grew
out of the situation of hostage taking in the County.
The last thing she
knew, they were working around AIDS in prison.
All she could say is they
are pretty much to the radical edge of County activists and that they
"don't pull punches." She didn't know about their work or effectiveness
at the present time.
I then talked with Jenifer Morgan of Rural Southern
Voice for Peace in NC.
She said that some of the RSVP staff had been to
Pembroke.
In the past RSVP participated in a Witness for Nonviolence
event there.
She didn't know much of what they're doing now but did say
there are 2 factions working there and there is some antagonism between
the groups.
RSVP works with the other group, the Center for Community
Action, so she isn't sure of the solidity of the RDC.
I then talked with
Barry Williams of RSVP who had gone to a conference sponsored by RDC.
He
.tiad a problem figuring out exactly what this group is doing, what their
.
ocus is.
The conference seemed to be more about spiritual unity than
practical or strategic work.
They did mention building political
coalitions & talked about Native Americans & African Americans running for
electoral offices & about political empowerment but didn't talk about how.
RSVP suggested I talk with FOR/SE.
I'll try but I'm not sure how much
further I should go.
More info later.
I then talked with Rose Milligan of Peace Development Fund.
They've
funded this group. She spoke well of them.
They're working to empower
people.
Seem to be getting a lot of community support but people are very
fearful of the KKK.
Their strength has been that they're able to involve
people, hold elected officials accountable, raise critical issues.
Financially, not doing well, very little money from area.
Could
definitely use a grant.
14) Silkwings I first talked with Steve Newcom of the Headwaters Fund.
He didn't know much. They'd gotten a proposal from this group but they
only fund Twin Cities. He did say that it seemed a very interesting group.
I then talked with Ginger Ehrman of the MN Peace & Justice Coalition.
She
knew just a little about this group.
It joined the Coalition about a year
ago.
They work with low income women on violence & battered women issues.
Ginger's impression from meeting some of the group was that they were a
solid and serious group.
15) Refuse & Resist - I called Maxine Wolfe in NYC.
She "totally hates
them." RCP - totally homophobic.
In 1984, RCP put out a diatribe on
.
esbian & gay men which hadn't changed from 1964.
She's confronted them

..personally but no changes at all.
She did know that they had been part of
a Repro Rights Coalition in NYC but doesn't know if they're still active .
he Coalition isn't doing much now in any case.
She can't see Resist
• unding anything RCP is involved with.
16) Alliance for Cultural Democracy - I talked with Rosemarie StraiierAmador of Flor de Cana.
She's a member of ACD, has gone to most of the
annual conferences.
She thinks this is a fantastic group/ fantastic
resource for her progressive Latino music group.
Projects great, great
for making connections from multi-cultural to intergenerational.
Doors
open more easily to groups around the US through this organization.
They're very good with Latino community connections.
Workshops offered at
conferences speak to Flor de Cana's concerns such as marketing for
alternative groups and skills sharing.
The sharing of research is
invaluable.
Membership tends to be connected to communities of social
change, universities, student groups, community groups, people of color
groups, including Latino.
It would be very hard for Flor's work without
this organization.
As far as the magazine- excellent, great for ideas to
use in their work, for news from around the country.
It's been focusing
on Quincentennial work around the US - Flor wants to be involved in this
work & will be able to do this through the contacts of this group.
The
recent conference in Albuquerque was fantastic.
Among other things, Flor
established a contact in the Native American community in Florida and an
event has been set up in FL for Flor de Cana.
She highly recommends our
funding ACD.
17)
Maine Citizens/Bill of Rights Jane Guise of AFSC/NE knows of this .
she said that the contact person "is a maverick kind of guy but has done
ignificant work in Maine." The group has had contact with several
•
universities there, has developed funding from several universities.
The
issue, she feels, doesn't get enough attention.
There's an ACLU
conference in March which, in part, will deal with the same issue but is
broader in focus.
She doesn't know about any follow-up work in past done
on conferences.
She would say that this is part of a process - initial
educational phase on issue/ this, so far, has not stimulated direct
organizing because most groups don't feel that this issue is at the top of
their agenda.
It is valuable to open people's eyes about secrecy
of US intelligence organization.
CCR, IPA, NCARL, ACLU are some of few
groups doing this type of work in an ongoing way across US.
18)
Intentional Future Dan Petegorsky knows of the paper they do.
A
while back he was approached about the idea of doing the paper, at the
time he was skeptical about the feasibility of doing an alternative paper
for the area.
They have published 6 to 8 issues but he doesn't have a
sense how widely distributed it is, to whom anq to what effect.
He felt
the politics are good from the papers he's read/ Gulf stuff pretty fair.
It's geared toward the activist community= resources, groups to get
involved with.
Fair minded in not picking sides in the movement.
Groups
mentioned in proposal are direct action environmental groups & mostly
small ones.
This group does deal with various issues and is a good group
as far as he knows.
His opinion of this particular project request there is a need for technical assistance & training events.
Those which
have been done by different groups have been popular.
•
----Nancy Moniz, Resist staff
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A CALL TO RESIST ILLEGITIMATE AUTHORITY
(Copy of 1st call, 4th Decent>er, 1967)
To the young men of America,to the whole of the American people, and to
all men of good will everywhere:
1. An ever growing number of young American men are finding that
the American war in Vietnam so outrages thert deepest moral and
religious sense that they c~nnot contribute to it in any way. We
share their moral outrage.
We further believe that the war is unconstitutional and illegal.
[ 2.Congress
has not declared a war as required by the constitution.. Moreover, under the Constitution, treaties signed by the President and
ratified by the Senate have the same force as the Constitution 1.tsel f. The Charter of the United Nations is such a treaty. The Charter
specifically obligates the United States to refrain from force or the
threat of force in international relations. It requires member states
to exhaust every peaceful meant of settling disputes and to submit
disputes which cannot be settled peacefully to the Security Council.
The United States has systematically violated all of these Charter
provisions for thirteen years.
3. Moreover, this war violates international agreements, . treaties and
principles of law which the United States Government has solemnly
endorsed. The coni>at role of the United States troops in Vietnam
violates the_Geneva Accords of 1954 which our government p4edged to
support but has since subverted. The destruction of rice, crops
and livestock; the burning and bulldozing of entire villages
consisting exclusively of civilian structures; the interning of civilian
non-combatants in concentration camps; the sllRAlilry executions of civilians
in captured villages who could not produce satisfactory evidence of
their loyalties or did not wish to be removed to concentration camps; the
slaughter of peasants who dared to stand up in their fields and shake their
fists at American helicopters; -- these are all actions of the kind
which the United States and the other vic•orious powers of World War
II declared to be crimes against humanity for which individuals were
to be held personally responsible even when acting under·the orders of
their governnaents and for which Germans were sentenced at Nuremberg
to long prison terms and death. The prohibition of such acts as war
crimes was incorporated in treaty law by the Geneva Conventions of
1949, ratified by the United States. THese are co11111itments to other
countries and to Mankind(sic), and they would claim our allegiance
even if Congress should declare war.
·
4. We also believe it is an unconsitituional denial of religious
liberty and equal protection of the laws to withhold draft exemptions
from men whose religious or profound philosophical beliefs are opposed
to what in the Western religious tradition have been long known as
unjust wars.

s. Therefore. we believe on all these grounds that every free man(s1c)
has a legal right and a moral duty to exert every effort to end this
•
war. to avoid collusion with ft. and to encourage others to do the same.
Young men in the anned forces or threatened with the draft face the
most excruciating choices. For them various forms of resistance
risk separation from their families and their country. destruction
of their careers. loss of these freedoms and loss of their lives.
Each must choose the course of resistance dictated by his conscience
and circ1111Stances. Among those already in the an1ed forces some are
refusing to obey specific illegal and i111110ral orders, some are attempting
to educate their fellow servicemen on the murderous and barbarous nature
of the war, some are absenting themselves without official leave.
Among those not in the anned forces some are applying for status as
conscientious objectors to American aggression in Vietnam, some are
refusing to be inducted. Among both groups ·some are resisting openly
and paying a heavy penalty, some are organizing more resistance within
the United States and so,ne have sought sanctuary in other countri~s.

/6. We believe that each of these fonas of resistance against
I ~llegitirnate authority is courageous and justified. Many of us

belteve
that open resistance to the war and the draft fs the course of action
1110st likely to strengthen the moral resolve with which all of us can
oppose the war and most likely to bring an end to the war.

/7.

(

/

We will continue to _lend our support to those who undertake
/ resistanc,,e to t his war. We will ratse funds to organize draft resistance
unions, (to supply legal defense and ban . 10 support families and othe'4
aid res15-t!!lce.to the war in whatever ways may seem appropriate.

rs.~he WeFirstfirmly
believe that our statement is the sort of speech that under
Amendment must be free. and that the actions we will under-

I

take are as legal as is the war resistance of the young men themselves/
But we recognize that the courts may find otherwise, and that if so
we might all be liable to prosecution and severe punishment. In
any case, we feel that we cannot shrink from fulfilling our responsibilities to the youth whom many of us teach, to the country whose
freedom we cherish, and to the ancient traditions of relition and
philosophy which we strive to preserve in this generation.

r9.

We call upon all 111en(sic) of good will to join us in this confrontation
with iR1110ral authority. Especially we call upon the universities to
fulfill their mission of enlightenment and religious organizations
to honor their heritage of brotherhood.· Now 1s the ti me to resist •

•
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A NEW CALL TO RESIST
ILLEGITIMATE AUTHORITY
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Opponents of the Vietnom War hove worked to end ii in many ways, some through conventional politics, by
aupporting draft resistance or attacking university complicity in militarism. Others hove carried resistance further,
destroying draft files and developing opposition within the armed forces.

i:

We believe that resistance to ~ forms of illegitiniote authority is necessary to bring health to this country ond
make it o con"ructive force instead of a terror in the politics of notions.
Therefore, we aupport tho~• who resist by
• refusing to register for the draft or submit to induction

•

• impeding the operations of draft boards and induction centers
• expreuing anti-war views while in the armed forces, or refu,ing to obey illegal or immoral orden,
or absenting them,elves without leave
• conducting rent and worh r.- strikes, boycotts, and similar d irect actions a imed at ending exploitation in the fields, in factories, in housing
• organ izing ogo ins~ horrossment by pol ice, by the FBI, by the courts, ond by C0ngr1tS1
• organizing sit- ins, strikes, and any principled actions al schools or,d universities, to end rocisf prOC•
tices and direct complicity with militarism
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the deceitful maneuvering in Paris are recer:t manifestations
The Vietnam War has reminded us that major decis ions
can be made in the United States in cynical disregard of th~
of a global strategy aimed at building an inlegrated world
clearly expressed will of the people and with little concern for
system dominated by the U.S. Thus seen, Vietnam is one of
those most affected, at home arid abroad . The war has also
a long series of in terventions in the affairs of many nations:
Greece, Cuba, the Domir.ican Republic, Guatemala, Iran,
illustrated the readiness of the U.S. to use violence to impose
the social arrangements of its cnoice and to destroy those who
Laos, Tha il and, the Cor.go, the Philippines, and others.
attempt to achieve popular control over their affairs. Closely
Motivated by a mixture of private interests ~nd misplaced
convictions, the Pax Americana cr,ntinues to inflict suffering
linked to the government, providing its top personnel and shapand subservience on much of the third world.
ing its policies, are the centers of private power, the great corporations that control the economic life of the natiai andr increasin gl - o the world. They are governed not by popular
2 The Vietnam War has also brought the hum::in and economic
wrtl but by corpor~ interest i..determined by a narrow auto· costs of the garrison state at home. It has allowed an inerotic elite.
e government's resort to force to impose decisions
satiable military organization to claim over half of the fedof a ruling elite is one sign of foiling democratic institutions and
eral budget, directly and indirectly. (A tenth is allocated to
thus of the illegitimacy of the state. Both the use of police and
healtr., education, and welfare.) Beyond that, President
the military and the absence of democratic control over major
Nixon has promoted the MIRV ond· the ABM, both bellicose
institutions underscore the ill egitimacy of the authority that sets
gestures towards China and the Soviet Union as well 01
public policy in the U.S . and establishes the framework for social
extravagant subsid ies of aerospace industries. The Pentagon
life. But it is not enough to decry the exercise of illehas insisted recently that military expenditures, even "after
gitimate authority; if it is illegitimate, it must be
Vietnam," will remain at current levels, in order to "resupply
resisted.
and modernize" thP armed forces . And in states and cities,
a martial mood prevails as police and national guardsmen
Resistance to the war and the draft has brought peace
arm themselves with new weapons, gas the Berkeley campus
groups into confl ict with police, courts, and universities. This is
from helicopters and, there and elsewhere, shoot at citizens,
not surprising, for the war has its roots deep in our society and
particularly the poor and the youn3. Dissidents in the army
to oppose it seriously is to attack a wide range of evils and the
face heavy sentences; and for young men generally, the
institutions that sponsor them. A brief review of five areas of
draft remains the prime symbol of social obligation. In brief,
illegitimate authority follows.
the violence of the state has come increasingly to threaten
1. The war on Vietnam is neither a unique folly nor an error in
or control the lives of U.S. citizens.
judgr.,ent. Since the end of the last century, U.S. power hes
been used for economic, political and cultural exploitation 3. This triumph of illegitimate force has continued .t o enrich the
of smaller and poorer notions. The "accelerated pacificarich. Cost-plus defense and space contracts have guaranteed
tion," the mo,t ferocious non-nuclear bombing in history, and
affluence to a handful of corporations and subsidized their

lI

growth, while the real wages of workers, ofter inflation and
spiraling loxes, have d iminished . The non -uni on ized and the
unemployed ore, obviously, the worst vict ims: welfare pro grams, ill-conceived to begin with, have been cut back or
left languishing, more on insult than an aid . Real welfare
programs hove been reserved for the wealthy: tax loopholes,
the oil depletion allowance, airl in e subsidies, form subsidies,
highway projects, urban renewal , subsid ies to elite un iversities, and so on. In the post government pol icy has char.:icteristicolly preserved or increased the distance between rich
and poor. The policy of permanent preparation for war is
no exception.

\

\

"'· Like wealth, control over institutions hos been unequally distributed and irresponsibly used . The mistreatment by police
of the people they supposedly serve hos been only the most
blatant example. Schools hove foiled to educate the chil~ dren of poor and working doss families, thus guaranteeing
their impotence in a technological society: in most inner
cities, fewer than half the students who enter high school
graduate; in New York City, where blocks and Puerto Ricans
make up about half _of the student population, only o fifth
of the graduates of academic (i.e., college-oriented) high
schools ore block or Puerto Rican - and only a fifth of those
graduates go on to college. Yet attempts by parents to
improve the schools through community control have been
fought bitterly by New York 's educational bureaucracy. Or
to toke a rather different instance, heavily subsidized high ways have displaced families and foreclosed possibilities for
moss transport systems that might serve all - hardly a surpri,e, given the dependence of the nation's largest corporations on the automobile. Industrial wastes, oil leakages, and
municipal sewage rob citizens of beaches and streams and,
with the fouling of the atmosphere, literally threaten the

continuatio n of life . In short, most people hove little control ; ) \
)
over the cond itions of their work, the ir education, the ir protection, thei r meom of transport - indeed, the air they
breathe and the water they d ri nk .

5. The most powerless have been people of color. U.S. history
hos included the syste matic conquest a nd slaughter of American Ind ians, the enslavement, degrCJuot ion, and murder of
Afro-Americans, the c::illous explo itotio~ of Chicanos, the
detention and robbery of Japonese -Am ,:,ri cans, and the use
of atom ic weapons, napalm, gas, and crop-destroying chemicals against people of the third world . Consequently, U.S.
citizens inherit a notion in which white privilege and white
power are port of the " natural" ord er end structure of
society. People of color die at a d i~proportionate rote in
warfare or "peace." They ore unemployed disproportionately, receive inferior education disproportionately, ore
humiliated d isproportionately. Despite the recent recognition
of some mystical, undefined "racism" by official government
commissions, the living conditions of ,,on-whites have rema ined intolerable. Every effort by non -whites to gain
power, even in their own communit, os, hos been met by
violent oppos ition ; militant blocks, determined to bring about
the promised changes, ore horrossed, jailed, killed, or forced
in to exil e. In many ghettoes, there is virtual war between
blocks and predom inantly white police.
Two years ego, the first Coll to Resist Illegitimate Authority
focused on the war and the draft. But we cannot oppose

the war without opposing the institutions that support
and maintain it. lmperolism, militarism, t:conomic exploitation,
ur,democrotic power, racism: though the words may seem stale,
they describe !he exercise of illegitimate authority in the United
States today. Again, we coll upon all to join us in the struggle
against illegitimate authority. Now is th~ time to resist.

l\
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In ,e,ersing t/ie con•icfions ol lhe Boston Four, lhe Fir st Grcuil Court ol Appeals l•lt open 1/,e pouibilily lhot sign•"11 the original Co// to R.,;,t or this New Co// could, in conjunction wit/, otlier acts, be • iewed as illegal. We
belHt•• if 11 t/ie go..rnment's actions, not ours, wliicl, ore illegal. How••••• signen and contributors should be
crware tl,at tliei, actions mig/,1 be lound illegal.
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Dick Ohmann

Complicity S~atement--Draft

•

More than half a million young men have declined to register wi~h
the Selective Service System.
One hundred sixty, who refused openly, have received letters
threatening prosecution.
Three have already been indicted.

WE surPORT THE ACTIONS OF ALL THESE MEN.
WE DECLARE OUR COMPLICITY nr THEIR REFUSAL.
WE WISH TO JOIN IN THE RIS~ THEY TAKE.
Who can believe that there will be mandatory registration 8ff4 t~lno draft, for the first time in U.S. history? Bills to restore
the draft have been introduced in both houses of Congress, and
we hear many voices proclaiming that the so~called volunteer
army is inadequate to our defense needs. Even as it carries forward the biggest weapons build-up ever, the government is preparing people for this further militarization of U.S. society.
We must resist it now.

•

In opposing registration and a draft, however, .we do !!Q! imply
support of the military status quo. The "volunteer" army is a
hoax. Twenty percent unemployment among teenagers, part of the
severe and worsening inequality in our society, makes the idea of
voluntary service a mockery. We call for a sharp reduction of
the armed forces, of arms spending, and of all the government's
policies which distort and regiment our soc:i.ety. We see in these
policies no conceivable "defense" of a decent life, but only
a cementing of illegitimate power, a:heightening of inequality,
an increasing danger of nuclear war, and a guarantee of bloody
military intervention wherever popular resistance threatens the
interests of U.S. corporations and the rule of "friendly" dictators and juntas.
Non-registration is an important mode of resistance to these
policies, dramatizing the way the needs .of the powerful cancel
the rights of those with least power. But it is not a privileged
form of resista...~ce: we call for, and support, every principled
action against the military, and against the ruthless grab for
corporate.and governmental power.
Fifteen years ago, RESIST put out the first "Call to Resist
Illegitimate Authority." The mass movement of which that call
was a part won some victories: most notably, it set limits to
the use of arbitrary power, and established our willingness and
ability to say no. We urgently need to reassert that ability now.

Here is our NO to registration, Ne to the draft, NO to military
power. Here is our solidarity with those who resist •

•

•
October 25, 1982
Dear Dick:

I'm writing as I promised about the New Call. Since you never sar
the minutes from the August board meeting I am typing them up
verbatim below and then I'll tell you what we came up wfth at
the October meeting.
·
The New Call (from August minutes)
We discussed the ffrst draft of the New Call which Dick Ohmann
wrote. We felt that it succeeded in covering a lot of ground,
and that it met the main requirements of being both short and
substantive, and a complicity and a plo1tfca1 statement. Specific
crftfcfsms were: in talking about the All Volunteer Anny ft
should deal wfth the racism of the status quo; ft should address
the connections between draft resistance and other kinds of resistance (the resistance of everyday life?) in a more substantive
way; ft should be snappier and more poetic. Louis pointed out
that the ffrst Clll took a year and a lalf to write, wo we all
felt relieved. -mi plans for this are as follows: lOOlocate a
copy of the first call to provide some political and stylistic
continuity; 2) pass on our suggestions to Dick directly: 3) ask
all of you to write your own drafts or make changes/coJ1111ents/
suggestions on .the enclosed draft and send it directly to
Dick. We real 1y need the involvement of as many of you as possible
ff we are to produce a good statement.

•

As of the October meeting we dicided to ask Hans Koning (per his suggestion
in his 1etter to you ) to wrf te a second draft. The ques t1on is,
to you want to correspond with Hans directly or should I write to
him from here? Where do you want to go with this? If you would
lfke to rewrite your first draft considering the above criticisms
that would be a good possibility too. Let. me know what you think.
Thanks for your work on this.
Best from here,

•

••••••
•

a call to resist
illegitimate authority

August, 1976 • 720 Maaaachusetta Avenue, Room 4, Caui>ridge, Maasachuaetta

#106

What follows is a draft of the new version of RESIST's Call to resist
illegitimate authority. It is an at.tetll)t to define the political perspetttve
which guides our allocation of grants. 'Ibis draft emerged from long
discussions held by RESIST people. We need responses-many of them• if
this Call is to have any political significance. How do people feel about
the content? And how should we use it? Should we publish it for an
audience wider than the present RESIST constituency? Should we encourage
people to publicly sign it as they did the original Call? Or should it
be used strictly for intenial political discussion? Please let us hear
from youl

Resist was formed in 1967 to oppose the Ind~china
war and the draft. Th.e first Call to Re3ist Illegitimate Authority focussed on the issues of
iq,erialism abroad and repression at home. Resist
conce~trated vich of its energy on ~otlege 4nd
university ca:J\)uses, w~ch ware an inl?ortant
source of the resistance movement at that time.

•

r

The war was not, however, a basic caute of
the sickness of the United State9: it wag just
its most obvious symptom, one that followed from
a system built on i~erialism, repressio~, and
exploitation, o~e in w~ich the victinle of racism
and sexism suffered the most cruelly. Resist
then issued a revised Call in 1971, increasing
its support for groups not only w~rking to end
the war but also for those working against many
other forms of illegitimate authority.

We believe that now the major thrust of
resistan::::e to illegitimate authority must be to
build toward socialism in the United States b-;:'
cause the essential source ;f illegit~author•
ity in the United States today is capitalism.
Successful oppposition to capitalism must be
rooted in the rich traditions and broad interests
of working-class people, for socialis~ is essen•
tially an expression of those traditions and
interests.
But what, concretely, does it mean "to
build toward socialism"? And just how are the
m?thods of direct resistance to illegitimate
authority to be brought to bear in this effort?
Our w~rk to support movement • for change o-1er the
past nine years has led us to believe that we
must shape our actions and our policies in light
of the following points:

•

1. Attacking the roots of illegitimate
authority must mean ending the system of p r i ~
,2.WDership and private profit.
Ending private ownership of steel mills
and oil resources does not• history has made
obvio-..is • guarantee an end to the exercise of
illegitimate authority. But we believe that in
the United States today, the private ownership of
the means of production and of distribution stands

as the main bar to real progress toward a healthy,
egalitarian society.
The private profit system determines
why the children of the poor are destined to re•
main poor; why so many pe0ple have no work and so
few have work that they value and wish to d:>; why
subways rust as the air fills up with fumes.
This obseaaion with private profit determines
that each person in the United States shall be
forced to contribute over $500 every year to
making or preparing for war, while paying even
more for wars past. For the price of just one
B-1 bomber nine community colleges, each serving
10,000 students, could operate for a year. For
the cost of the w.1ole fleet, housing could be
built for six million pe0ple.
To change any, much less all, of these
realities in our lives means changing the central
and overwhelming fact of American life today: the
dominance of corporate capitalism. We do not
intend this as any new in,ight; our intention is
siIJl>lY to write large what aust be the fundamental goal of us all.

2. From its beginning Resist has
stro:1gly supp~rted groups struggling for power
and control in cOD111Unities, institutions, work•
places, as well as in So~theast Asia and elsewhere
in the world. '!he vision of socialist institutions
we hold demands that people be able to participate
fully in the decisions affecting them. Substituting another hierarchical structure such as state
capitalism for private capitalism does not make
for meaningful change.
Socialism, then, ~oes not iq,ly for us
siIJl>lY the nationalization of major enteq,rises,
the substitution of the State for the Board. It
is, rather, the develooment of different goals
for and mattna of productio:i ari-:1 distr!bl¼,tio:1.
For w~rkera need to make the decisions that
establish critical matters like how iriucli 1a
produced, .!m!S is produced, for whose use an~
and benefi~. In their fullest sense, power and
control mean the elimination of the t11lsters who
stand over the workers: those who do the work
must be its masters. We agree with the slogan
of the Shanghai dock workers: ''Be the masters
of the dock, not the slaves of the tonnage."
(Continued next page)

~I

~
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J. 'lhe ideas and inatitutiona of
(
national chauvinism, white supremacy, and
patriarchy are among the most obvioua and ancient
manifestations of illegitimate authority that
affect us all. 1n a sense, as all whites gain
in .!.9. measure from white supremacy, so all
males gain 1n ~ measure from patriarchy and
all of its citizens gain in!.~ measure from
u. s. chauvinis~. These facts are not the oc•
casion for expressions of guilt but for recogniz•
ing that racism and sexism and national chauvinism
will persist as long as some groups in a society
continue to gain advantage through them. Astra•
tegy for liberation must therefore be directed
towards changing the institutions which sustain
and apologize such privilege - institutions like
schools, courts, real estate and banking indus•
tries, employment agencies, the media, the
institutions of culture.
While any fundamental change in the
society entails radical alteration of the eco•
nomic system, that change will not come about nor will racism, sexism, and national chauvinis~
be eliminated• without building a culture of
equity anc!...!2ll<!arity. Such a culture will
encourage and support the distinctive values,
aspirations, and achievements of all people, and
it will help us to learn how to w.>rk together
against our corrmon oppressors.

In significant ways, therefore, the
struggle against racism, sexism, and national
chauvinism must be directed not only towaoL-the
_gp essive institutions _filld_ a.t.ti.tude.s- o..f -t,b-it
society, but a so toward the organizations and
consc tollsness created by movements for change.
This is, we believe, a healthy, a necessary
process, one that will continue to be necessary
after a socialist reconstruction of society.

4. We live in a period of great stress
for capitalis~ and because w~ do, we can expect
a period of more or less intense conflict and ndsery
here in the United States, with contin~ed high...A
levels of une~loyment; efforts to push more~
more work onto ever fewer workers - whether in
the mine ·or in the classroom; the wiping out of
steps toward equal etll>loyment and pay made by
minorities and women; higher prices for the things
ordinary people need and use; deteriorating hospitals, decaying parks, dilapidated schools; the
undermining of human services in the central
cities; and the proliferation of govertlill!nt
agencies and actions designed to produce cynicism,
h0pelessness, and divisto:1 among peo?le who :night
otherwise attack the private profit system. We
see no reason to think that in the stormy period
ahead the repressive activities of the vast
intelligence and police network, so recently exposed, will not continue and irideed become more
s~btle and pervasive. Behind a major crisis for
capitalism there always lies the danger of fascia~n.
But such a period presents o?portunities
for those of us working for change. The defeat
of iq:,erialism in Southeast Asia not only helped
produce the conditions requiring capital to reorganize, but it also provided an inspiration to
pe0ple everywhere to <>ppose imperialism. The
proble~s of the domesti~ economy cannot now so
easily be solved by widening foreign markets and
it has become increasingly difficult to ease the
burden on American workers by degrading workers
overseas. Slowly, the control that u.s. corporate interests have exercised over economies~
and governments in the "third world" and in E ~
ope is challenged and erodes - fro~ Laos to
Angola to Italy. The American empire continues,
of course; but one meaning of the $114 billion
budget and of the greatly increased sale of u.s.
arms to repressive regimes abroad is that it becomes everyday more difficult to hold. For the
interests of the majority of Americana and of
billions of poor and oppressed people o·.rerseaa
are rapidly converging in one demand: an end to
American inperlalism 1
Whether we wish it or not, we and our children face a future of struggle. We should welcome
it and prepare ourselves for it. Every institu•
tion in this society - the factories, schools,
fields, media, the unions, churches, the neighborhoods and comnunities that we live in - all
are arenas for that struggle. In them, the ideas
and aspirations of socialism will contest the il•
legitimate authority of a ·decaying capitalism. ·
Resist intends, so far as it can, to support
these institutional struggles and to urge peo?le
to carry them out in the light of the points
enumerated in this Call. The support of sustained
organizing efforts in workplaces and coumunities
has always had the highest priority for us. These
efforts can now be strengthened, we believe, by
the explicit advocacy of socialism as we have
talked of it here.
(Continued

2

next.

Further we will continue to support direct
actiona w~ich attack or ex:pote the iq,osition•
of illegitimate authority - like boycotts again1t
spiraling mas1 transit fares; ait•in1 against
shortened achool day1, the closing of daycare
center•, and tuition hikes; 1trike1 for both
decent working conditions~ better patient
care; tax withholdings to dramatize the vora•
ciousness of military budgets; traffic diarup•
tions to insist that business cannot continue a •
usual while peoples' lives and futures are being
destroyed or denied. Such actions have all oc•
curred within the year. And we need more actions
of this sort in order for the movement to be
visible, to teach, to learn from practice, and
to show how vulnerable the enemy really ta.
Just a1 we have supported resistance to the
draft, to the military, to repressive grand juries
and to the prisons, as we have supported raids
on FBI files and on the Dow Chemical Coq,any computer, Resist will continue to support the
creative disruption of the institutions of capitalism.

•

JOBS
-Clergy and Laity Concerned
235 E. 49th St.
New York, N.Y. 10017
CAIC is an action oriented, national interfaith
network of people wotking on peace and social
ju• tice issues. CAIC seeks to empower
Americans to become "reflective and responsible
soverlegns over the use of American power and
resources". Their primary focu • 1• on u.s.
domestic and forlegn policies, with special
eq,hasi• on the way in which those policies
affect the lives of people at home and in the
third world. There are two full time staff
0peninga which are available immediately for
a Newsletter Editor/ Membership coordinator,
and a Hunger Progtam Coordinator.
The ?EWSIElTER EDrI'OR/ MEMBERSHIP COORDINATOR
would work on production of their monthly 16
page newsletter, CAI£ Report , which serves as
a program update a resource directory of
CAU:'s members, chapters and supporters. 'lhey
would also be coordinating and devel0ping
CAU:'a membership program, which involves list
maintenance, monthly renewals, outreach and
devel0pment.
The HUNGER PROGRAM COORDINATOR wcu ld develop and
coordinate CAIC's agribusiness caq,aign, which
was specified as the focus of the devel0ping
caq,aign for the world hunger program at the
CAU: national network conference in June 1976.
CA.u:'a hunger program "seeks to bring to the
religious cotr1J1Unity an understanding
of the political and economic factors which
contribute to the perpetuation of hunger and
poverty, and an action program which can change
these factors".
Insofar as it is possible, the national CAI£
office strives toward collective decisionmaking and responsibility sharing. The hours
are long, the pay is subsistence (according to
need), but the reward of working with a
network of socially concetned activists is
great.
~END RESUME AND INQUIRES to Rick Boardman.
The Alternative School
3950 Rainbow Blvd. Kansas City, Kansas 66103

Thank you!
In the newsletter before this one, we
informed pe0ple that the su1IID8r slowdown in
contributions had kept us from funding a
nuni>er of groups who needed money badly. We
asked for special contributions. 'lhe response
has been generous and heartening. As a result
we shall be able to fund a substantial nuni>er
of groups at our August meeting.

•

Please keep the contributions coming.
Better yet, if you're not already a pledge,
become one.
Many thanks I

3

The alternative School serves 20-30 junior and
senior high age youth who have dropped out of,
been suspended from, or who have chronic
truancy problem• at the public school. They
are working to create a supportive, non-threaten...
ing educational environment eq,hasizing the
mastery of basic skills essential for self
directed learning, and provide courses directed
towards student interests. They are looking for
a full time Math Instructor and Counselor. Both
positions are 0pen in late August 1976, and
salaries are around 5000, and negotiated
according to need.
Interested people should contact Arlene Hamon.

A Statement by Resist on Registration and the Draft

•

•

Ten years ago and more, resistance to the draft formed a vital part of a broad movement to turn the
U.S. away from being a terror among nations. Many of us were among those who then supported young
men resisting the draft-or ourselves were draft resisters. We helped organize the "Call to Resist Illegitimate
Authority", draft card turn-ins at the Justice Department and at selective service offices, networks to provide counselling and to support resistance. In the years between we have continued to support hundreds of
efforts to achieve fundamental social change in the United States, and genuine human rights and equal
opportunity around the world.
Then the U.S. government was engaged in an illegal, immoral, and ultimately futile war on Vietnam.
Today, in a new decade, much has changed. But one thing remains absolutely clear: the power to conscript
IS the power to make war.
Whether one talks of the U.S. invasion of Cambodia or the Chinese invasion of Vietnam, intervention
in Afghanistan or in the Dominican Republic, or myriad other examples one could cite, history makes clear
that, whatever the system of government, providing an army is encouraging its use. Many of us who are not
pacifists can conceive circumstances, as during World War II, when a war seemed necessary; but we understand the particular dangers conscription presents, especially to a democracy. Indeed, it is likely that when a
government cannot persuade the people that a war is worth fighting, it isn't.
In the United States (about which, as American citizens, we must primarily speak), peacetime conscription has invariably contributed to heightening social conflict and undermining democratic processes at
home and to encouraging military adventures abroad. The reasons are not hard to find. To justify the antidemocratic practice of conscription, policy-makers have had to exaggerate fears of a real or potential
enemy; they have had to try silencing domestic opposition by characterizing it as duplicitous or disloyal.
They have invented specious rationalizations for taking over the lives of youth-like the assertion that two
or three years of control by a rigid military bureaucracy is "good for" young people·.
And once control over a conscript military was achieved, an executive could proceed to use it essentially
free from Congressional or, for long periods of time, even popular opposition.
We see such a process beginning today. President Carter, wildly exaggerating the reprehensible Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan as the "greatest crisis since World War II," proposes reinstituting conscription as
one response. In turn, he links renewed draft registration (which is only a first step to conscription) to a new
Carter Doctrine, describing the vast expanse of the Middle East as an American preserve and threatening to
send American troops to counter any interference with what he defines as U.S. interests in the area. And
predictably, certain of his advisers are already questioning the patriotism of those who oppose such militarization of U.S. policy.
Many Americans, frustrated by Iranian seizure of U.S. hostages, angry over obscene oil company
profits, and fearful about losing fuel needed to heat their homes and run their cars, may well be inclined to
sign the blank war check a renewed draft represents. Such a response is encouraged by those who say we
must now ''overcome the trauma of Vietnam'' and reassert American military power in the world-as if we
could simply turn the clock back to the days of Dwight Eisenhower, or perhaps Teddy Roosevelt, pretend
that the world has itself not changed, and that sabre rattling and gunboat diplomacy will actually solve
the problems that trouble us all.

The following principles seem to us clear and compelling:
-American military power should not be used to shore up hated dictatorships in client states; people
[
around the world have come to see that they have as much right to "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness" as we, and they will oppose the U.S. so long as we stand in the way of such goals.
-Given the resources of a registered population, an American President will be tempted to pursue
foreign military adventures.
.
-Excessive concentration of resources and energy on overseas adventures immediately diverts attention and money from the achievement of equality and stability at home, whether one is talking about ending·
inflation, providing opportunities for equal education and jobs for all Americans, or so _changing the
/ economy that young people, especially from poor and working class families, are no longer forced into the
L_!!lilitary as the only alternative to permanent unemployment.
.

i

We are committed to acting on these principles. We will work against the renewal of draft registration
and the conscription which would inevitably follow. But should peacetime conscription be reestablished, we
will renew our Call to Resist Illegitimate Authority, once again supporting young men and women who
refuse conscription. We will help in reestablishing anti-draft groups and centers. We will encourage efforts
to disrupt whatever "selective" service mechanisms may be set up. In short, we will aid and abet direct and
unequivocal resistance to registration, conscription, the militarization of American society, and the waste
of a new generation of American youth.
We hope that such actions will not be needed, and that the social disruption an effort to reinstitute the
draft will inevitably produce will be prevented-by dropping the idea. But if the administration presses
forward with its plans to conscript the youth of America, we will not blink at the consequences of an
absolute opposition to that effort.

•
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Resist asks your help in publicizing this statement and supporting the growing anti-draft, an!i-war movement. If you
would like to add your name to this statement, please fill out the coupon below and mail it to Resist, 38 Union Square,
Somerville, MA 02UJ.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address-----------------------------------Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Resist may use my name in publicizing this statement.
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all to resist illegitimate authority
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A TIME TO RESIST
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The renewal of draft registration is a clear indication
that the United States government is gearing up its military machine. This preliminary step toward mobilizing a
fighting force could bring back the draft as early as this
November.
In response to the government's war obsession, a
national anti-draft campaign has been sparked into
action. The anti-draft movement has also revived the
work for which Resist was originally founded. Resist
was established in 1967 to oppose the war in Vietnam
and the draft. Since its inception, Resist has focussed on
the issues of imperialism abroad and repression at
home. The issues remain the same; the need for resistance is even stronger. Now that anti-draft organizations are appearing all over the country, Resist is
anxious to respond to their widespread efforts. Several
of these groups have appealed to us already. Community organizations have committed themselves to local
educational projects, and joined in city-wide actions.
Many individuals and groups have become involved in
counseling. Parents and veterans are forming their own
organizations and their numbers are growing.
We are calling on you to continue your support of
Resist and to help strengthen the anti-draft movement.
We not only need to encourage young people to make a
choice about military servitude; we must also put a stop
to Carter's war hysteria and defeat militarism. The
threat of nuclear destruction makes our response more
urgent than ever before. If you have not sent a contribution this year, we encourage you to do it now. Or sup·port Resist by becoming a monthly pledge, support that
we can count on so that anti-war organizations can continue to count on us. We need your help.

•

What Next for the Anti-Draft
Movement?
It was Saturday morning, and in Cambridge the antidraft movement felt they had won. In a demonstration
capping two weeks of intensive picketting, sitting-in,
and leafletting at post offices-the site picked by the
government in an attempt to give a non-military appearance to draft registration-the demonstrators had succeeded in completely blocking access to the Cambridge
post office. When local police refused to interfere, federal officials were forced to concede the struggle by
locking the post office themselves. Meanwhile, demonstrators did a brisk business selling stamps; and after the
final moments of the official draft registration period
were counted down, a victory parade marched through
Harvard Square.
It will be several weeks before it is possible to measure
the success or failure of the government's draft registration measures, but preliminary indications are that the
government did not come close to its announced goal of
980/o registration. In Greater Boston, for example, only
32,600, or 650/o of the approximately 50,000 19- and
20-year old men in the area registered. Preliminary
reports from other cities indicate a similar trend:
Atlanta, 560/o; Chicago, 680/o; Seattle, 660/o; and Phoenix, 800/o. Of the four million men required to register
for the draft, perhaps a million did not.
The government's plan to bring back draft registration, and eventually the draft, now confronts some difficulties; and what started as a move intended to signal
U.S. resolve to the Soviet Union in the aftermath of the
invasion of Afghanistan has instead become an effective
rallying point for the anti-war forces in this country.
For ex~mple, nearly a million young men are now in
violation of the draft registration law. Except for those
resisters who publicly announced their intention to
refuse to register, none of these quiet refusers can be
prosecuted until November, for that is the earliest that
the time-consuming process of computerizing the registration records and mailing receipts to registrants can be
completed. Moreover, the government faces the strong
possibility that the full Supreme Court will uphold the
Philadelphia court's finding that the Selective Service
law is itself unconstitutional because it excludes women
from its scope. Though the Court is expected to hear
arguments on this issue in the fall, it is likely to be sev(continued on paae 2)
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WHAT KIND OF
PEACE
MOVEMENT?
Since its beginnings in 1967, Resist has been primarily
an anti-war organization. And our funding has reflected
this: in 1981, for example, 38 out of 72 grants went to
peace or anti-draft organizations.
Yet we have always been conscious of the need to give
strong support to organizations working in other areas:
civil liberties, social justice, labor, feminism, and antiracism. This refl~cts the view that not only are such
movements important in themselves, but that our
efforts to build the peace movement can not be successful unless we are also successful in crea~ing a broad
movement against "illegitimate authority" in all aspects
life.
•
The growing danger of war, and the consequent
annihilation of our civilization raises the question of
whether it is wise to continue to spread our resources
across much of the spectrum of our movement's work,
rather than to concentrate our energy and funds on antiwar work alone. It certainly can be argued, and is being
argued, that the issue of survival is fundamental, and
that all of our political hopes will be ended if the arms
race is not brought quickly into check. Shouldn't we
concentrate our forces, creating the largest possible
coalition for nuclear disarmament? Aren't other issues
diversions, or sources of disunity that should be temporarily put on the shelf until survival is assured?
These questions do not allow for a simple answer, and
yet Resist must address them in a practical way each
time we decide how to allocate our grant money. Our
present understanding is that the peace movement has
no choice but to see itself as part of a broad progressive
movement if it is to achieve its goals. The sources of
violence and potential nuclear destruction are deep, and
do not depend on a particular set of leaders who occupy
positions of power. For peace to be assured we must
make substantial progress in limiting the concentration
of power in the hands of the rich, in dismantling hier~hies of domination and exploitation, and in combatw,g ideologies of inequality, white supremacy, and antifeminism. Failing to address these issues will tend to
limit anti-war activity to those for whom they are of
little importance, and prevent us from becoming a
majority in this country.

THE SPECIAL
SESSION ON
DISARMAMENT
FRANK BRODHEAD
The organizers of the demonstrations scheduled next
June to coincide with the UN Special Session on Disarmament recently made an important decision. Faced
with proposals to include issues of US intervention
prominently in the demonstrations, the organizers voted
these proposals down. The focus of the demonstrations
will continue to be on the danger of the nuclear arms
race and the enormous drain on human resources it
causes.
While these are obviously important - life and death
- issues, the decision raises some important questions .
First, can the issues really be separated? What is the
linkage in the real world between nuclear war and
conventional war, whether intervention into Third
World conflicts or a "conventional" war between
nuclear powers? And second, does this emphasis on
nuclear weapons alone really help build, and not divide,
the peace movement? For it is argued that a focus on
nuclear weapons is not only appropriate because of their
danger, but that including other issues such as US intervention would be divisive within the consensus that is
emerging about the threat of nuclear war. And hanging
over this discussion is the dramatic growth of the peace
movement in Europe, where a single focus - no nuclear
weapons, East or West - has organized massive
demonstrations against war. Wouldn't a similar focus
create a mass movement here as well?
In the first place, this is not Europe, and it makes no
sense whatsoever to derive the goals of the US peace
movement from the experience of the peace movement
in Britain or the Netherlands. We live in the heartland
of not only the nuclear weapons power, but the imperial
gendarme as well. It is our nation that has inflicted so
much suffering on countries of the Middle East, Southeast Asia, and now Central America, and we have a
moral obligation to do what we can to stop it. It is all
very well to be mobilized for peace when our cities are
threatened with destruction, and ourselves and our
friends threatened with instant or lingering death. But
death and destruction are no less real when they are
inflicted by our armies or those of our surrogates on the
(t'Olltinued on DHC 2)

SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE

Women's History Program
Extension 405

December 7,
Dear Nancy and friends:
This may seem shortsighted, and probably is, but I
suggest that at the next meeting priority in funding be
•

given to groups organizing against US military

intervention in the middle east.

I anticipate that we

will be getting more requests from new ad hoc groups.
Let ' s give them as much as we can.
Sorry I

can't be at the meeting.

Best,

•

Bronxville New York 10708 Telephone (914) 337,0700
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H. KONING

•

Dec 19

Dear Nancy and others,
I am unhappy with the draft Call you sent me.
I am unhappy with the content and with the semantics.
Our original call was precisely in tune with the feelings of the thinking,
progressive or left, minority of the country, at a time when the lies
about what was happening in Vietnam were choking us, and we felt a
sense of outrage difficult to translate into civilized~nguage.

•

Clearly, the powers that be have not changed their morality or their
greed or their ruthlessn e ss. But that does not mean that it is proper
or even correct to draw uneiidi..Qg comparisons with situations that do not
compare. We have had that for years and years when people told us that
"Munich" showed you should not "appease" an opponent, by drawing false
prallels between Hitler and the USSR.
The list of US f oreign policy crimes is as long as Hank says, but that
does not mean that the Gulf is necessarily simply one more item on the
list. I am a politicial historian and I think it is not. I have no illusion, obviously, about the real motives of various participants, but that
is not relevant. As of now, the action has -- for the first time in 45
years ' existence -- given life to the legal-military brief of the United
Nations. This is -- as of now -- very important indeed.
Hank's analysis is no analysis, it is simply a listing of evil deeds,
too liberally sprinkled with strident and superfluous and redundant
adjectives.
I feel it wo uld do very great harm to our cause.
Our evaluation of the dangers should be very much more thoughtful; it
should show that ~
moral origins precisely give us the necessary/
capacity, and credibility, for doing so.
We can point out the slippery slope to which any military action must
unavoidably lEffl, and how it eould doom the brief breathing space we
had this past few months. We must avoid adjectives which were understatements during our destruction of Vietnam but which are now out of
place. Hussein is not Ho .

•
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In the Spirit of '67:

•

Reaffirming The Call to Resist Illegitimate Authority

The occupation of Saudi-Kuwait borders by American troops is only the most
contemporary exemplification of U.S. foreign policies developed a century ago,
policies that have consistently rejected diplomacy in favor of the arrogant
ex_e rcise of raw economic and military power. From the jingoistic Spanish-American
War to the invasion of Panama, unjust and immoral foreign policy decisions have
been made by successive U.S. governments, usually in cynical disregard of the
w~shes of the majority of Americans, and often in flagrant violation of
international law.
Almost without exception, the legacies of U.S. foreign policies have been
monstrous: economic and political exploitation of poorer peoples; cultural
stibjugation; the regular subversion of governments of other sovereign nations;
large-scale degradation of many natural habitats; and death -- human slaughter
in the millionS:, including many Americans who had no part in formulating those
policies.
In 1967, when the U.S. juggernaut was destroying Vietnam and much of the
rest of Southeast Asia -- and rending the American social fabric as well -RESIST was formed to actively support the brave young people who refused to
participate in that destruction. Two years later the original Call to Resist
Illegitimate Authority was modified to include active resistance not only to
the war and the draft, but to the many oppressive U.S. institutions which give
rise to illegitimate authority: imperalism, militarism, sexism, racism.

•

So long as these foreign policies continue, and so long as these
oppressive institutions exist, so long must active resistance be broadened and
deepened. The agonies visited on Central American peoples in the recent past
suggest strongly that unless policies are changed, similar agonies for Middle
Eastern peoples -- and· again, for many Americans -- are sure to follow.
Moreover, the changes that have been taking place in Central Europe and the
Soviet Union have removed the last shreds of plausibility for U.S. militaristic
propaganda, making even more clear the basic thrust of the original Call, and
the need for all people seeking peace and justice to reaffirm it now:
We believe resistance to many forms of illegitimate
authority is necessary to bring health to this
country and make it a constructive force instead of.
a terror in the politics of nations.
Join us.

•

RESIST .

January 31, 1991
.REFERENCES for February 3,

1991 Resist Board meeting

1)
Sovereignty Network Ray Santiago of the Funding Exchange (which has
funded this group ) spoke highly of them.
It's the resource group for
Native Alaskan organizations, they provide most of the technical
assistance, resource & networking.
They're well respected and have a good
staff.
They lend assistance in starting proJects, develop leadership on
many Native Alaskan issues such as land issues.
Highly recommended.
2)
MN Peace & Justice Network I talked with Dan Petegorsky of _the
Pacific Peace Fund.
He said they're "great."
Probably the biggest,
longest standing multi-issue organization around.
Really do the work.
Have good programs, newsletter; they ' ve been doing a lot on the Middle
East in the past few years.
Real energetic, bring in lots of groups, do
demos, events.
Good decision making process, great staff, excellent range
of issues.
They've - also don a lot on Native American issues.
They go -a
lot of folks from MN to spear fishing lakes/have good working
relationships with Native American groups.
They've made a real impact.
This is a solid organization; Dan likes them a lot.

.

3)
AMALGM - Stephanie Poggi thinks they're "a really good group." Over
the past few years there seems to be new energy & growth.
They've had
good events, very multi-cultural.
Willing to look a many different
issues.
People in the group are also involved in other issues.
The
people in the group who she knows have good politics.
Group endorses
other groups' projects.
They had a speaker at an R2N2 demo against
Cardinal Law.
Worked on March to DC.
Wrote an article for GCN's Class
supplement.
Recommends.

4) WeWah & BarCheeAmpe - I talked with Charlie Fernandez of the Out Fund
of the Funding Exchange.
He said that this group doesn't have the most
developed/radical politics yet but he takes a flexible approach with new
groups/constituencies like this one.
The issue is very important in
itself and he's willing to give them some leeway.
The group is involved
with people of color coalition in the city/ there has been some concern
about how they work in coalitions but people have say to give them a
little time to develop wider awareness of issues.
They're not a "showcase
group for radical analysis but, on the other hand I'd take a chance on
them & see how they develop." He'd like to see them nurtured.
5 ) LA Coalition Against Intervention Louis suggested I talk with Emily
Abel in LA.
She didn ' t know much but thought . they were the umbrella group
for anti-war word in LA.
She feels they are Just fine but doesn't know
for sure.
Feels this would be for Resist.
I then talked with Michelle
Pritchard of the Liberty Hill Fund.
They're funding them this cycle.
She
said that this has been the main force in pulling together all of the
Middle East protest work in the L.A. area.
On 1/26, they had a big demo
which went well & had more attendance than in previous demos for other
issues.
Recently they adopted a statement condemning Iraqui invasion of
Kuwait.
She feels that this is the place to put funding on the issue in
She did say that another coalition consisting of main stream

•
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organizations had recently formed. It did endorse the 1/26 rally & she
hadn't heard of any conflict between the two .
6)
Mobilization for Survival/National I checked with Margie Fine of
North Star Fund in NYC.
She said she's had very little contact with them
recently but felt that this would be a particularly good time to support
them for anti-war work.
The last time I talked with her about Mabe
( about seven months ago) she talked about Mobe being in a transition
period, with some problems about strategy and direction.
She, at that
time, did say that Mabe was still doing things, had programs, etc. and was
important to support.
The situation we're in now with the Gulf War could
galvanize national Mobe.
7)
AFSC / SF, CA I talked with both Josefina Vasguez Valle and Bill
Hoffman.
(Note from NM - maybe it goes without saying, but what follows
from Josefina is confidential.)
First, Josefina had many negative
comments on SF AFSC mainly about their dealing with people of color\said
they increasingly have a very bad name with people of color groups\Don't
seem interested in inclusivene~s, lack of sensitivity.
Sh~ said there is
more and more conservative influence in the organization.
Difficult
situation for her there. Real problems, power struggle with general
secretary who's conservative.
She's fighting but it's getting more
difficult.
She didn't seem to know much about the Desert Shield Walls
project, which I find strange since Bill Hoffman told me that she's
general director of P&J of which Mid~le East work is a part.
Bill Hoffman
of PSC hadn't heard of this project, no publicity about it that he's seen.
He said PSC doesn't work much with AFSC because AFSC has problems with
them and vice versa.
The director of Middle East work, Alan Solomonow,is
pro-Israel. (Note: Louis at meeting said this is not 100% true, AS is more
Peace Now) AFSC has its own concept of M.E. work which doesn't match other
groups; not popular with M.E. solidarity community.
Bill mentioned
Josefina positiv- ely s as P & J staff she had arranged for a tour of
Palestinian women to Bay Area - this caused conflict within AFSC. Bill
corroborated Josefina's critique on the issue of people of color from what
he's heard. Also he said that AFSC hasn't played a role in Gulf actions in
the area; it's isolated; he hadn't heard of them doing events on the
issue.
AFSC hasn't been active but then the traditional peace community
(such as WRL) has also been fairly inactive.

8)
Colombia H.R. Cmtee/Wash., DC I called Coletta Youngers of the
Washington Office on Latin America. She has a high opinion of the group/
WOLA works closely with them• for tours, WOLA handles political
appointments, while CHRC does local groups contact.
Group has played
extremely important role in· raising consciousness on Colombia/ very few
groups working on Andean region.
As Colombia has moved to the forefront
of US policy, this group has filled a gap for info & resources.
(Colombia
is a primary recipient of US foreign aid, overtly for drug wars but really
for counter-insurgency work.)
Because this group has this 1 focus, they
can do what WOLA can't in DC/ they have close ties with many groups in the
region.
Also well thought of in Colombia because they don't align
themselves with any party of group there - deal with many sectors (unions,
farm feds, h.r. orgs.) = seen there as a - voice for all in DC.
WOLA has
collaborated with them on their Bulletin & on research also.
they
coordinate good tours -diverse sectors to visit groups, unions, churches,

Congress.
WOLA & this group convened the Colombia Working Group• 15
organizations including Amn.Int., Am. Watch, IPS).
Because of its
location in DC, CHRC/DC does national focus, as well as local work.
She's
seen the fund raising packet & thinks it's very good direct mail thing,
feels they have a good chance of raising some money, and are very
responsible financially as far as paying back a loan.
Highly recommended.
Hank Rosemont also checked with 2 of his contacts & organizations
such as AI.
He ( they ) really like this group. It is single issue but has
the expertise & contacts in D.C. to be effective.
His general sense on he
issue of Colombia is that Colombia is very angry at Bush & that the issue
of Colombia will become a hot issue again soon.
Hank felt that this group
is important to support.

•

9 ) New Hampshire CA Network Arnie Alpert of AFSC/NH had a "totally
glowing reference." Extremely good work/ no paid staff= great volunteer
staff, very responsible.
Network does good job of mobilizing for events &
projects.
Recently had an event with NH Coalition of the Homeless (work
closely with them), made good connection of issues (an event on refugees
was held in a homeless shelter).
Very supportive of Middle East work
also.
They were part of founding meeting of NH Coalition on the Middle
East.
Recently worked with NECAN on a tour of Nica. labor leaders, had
events with NH labor union~.
In general, though, Arnie has seen a real
drop in enthusiasm by the general public there for Central America work
with corresponding drop in funding.
They really do need to do this fund
raising project.
Recommends.
10)
CCCD I talked with Kathy Brown of City Life (also a former staff
person at CASA).
She said that City Life has worked with them for some
. t i m e / she's personally been to several of their events.
Their focus is
empowering of local neighborhood councils which makes the mayor nervous.
Their work in Jamaica Plain has made a difference as far as zoning &
housing issues.
She has heard from various sources that another State of
the N'ghbhd. Convention is needed & would be very good based on the last
one.
City Life will support & participate in this.
CCCD consults with
City Life for input & strategy suggestions.
She said this is definitely
key work & they are doing what they say they are.
She sees on a reality
level a real need for community control.
City life has a concern that
there will be enough resources to continue this important work.
She
highly recommends that we support this group.
Ken Tangvik is on CCCD's Steering Committee.
He's been highly
supportive of this in my past conversations with him.

•

11)
Survivors, Inc. Renae Scott said she knows of them through the
Boston Women's Fund which made grant to them in past.
As far as she
knows, the articles are written by members o~ low income and welfare
groups.
It ' s a good newsletter/ covers upcoming actions, has questions &
answers column for people's info/ seems to be distribution of Boston
outward but more in Boston area= news seems to be more for Hass. than for
national population.
She has a question of fund raising by this group=
so far there seems to always to be a funds crunch for the paper, they've
done some fund raising, ads in paper, but can't expect to raise funds from
readers, perhaps.
Should Resist make a decision to support this,
realizing that they might not be able to self-sustain?
I also talked with Fernando Melendez of Haymarket.
I asked why

•

Haymarket had turned down the last proposal of this group.
He said they
like the group and have funded them year after year. But Haymarket has a
new policy for repeaters, asking them to wait a year between requests {?) .
The board felt that ·they needed to use funds for other grants & issues.
12 ) Midwest Housing Network Ray Santiago of the Funding Exchange
suggested I talk with their Midwest board member.
She did know of this
newsletter & felt it is important for organizing & networking in the MW.
Good politics , they work many issues into the NL. Recommends.

13 ) Robeson Defense Cmtee. I'm having a hard time getting a definitive
reference on this gr~up.
I talked with Handy Carter of WRL/SE first.
She
said she knows of the group, has met some of the people in the past, and
gets their mailings.
But she couldn't say anything in detail for recent
work.
I then called! Mab Seegrest of NCARRV.
Mab said she knew this grew
out of the situation of hostage taking in the County.
The last thing she
knew, they were working around AIDS in prison.
All she could say is they
are pretty much to the radical edge of County activists and that they
"don't pull punches." She didn't know about their work or effectiveness
at the present time . . I then talked with Jenifer Morgan of Rural Southern
Voice for Peace in NC.
She said that some of the RSVP staff had been to
Pembroke.
In the past RSVP participated in a Witness for Nonviolence
event there.
She didn't know much of what they're doing now but did say
there are 2 factions working there and there is some antagonism between
the groups.
RSVP works with the other group, the Center for Community
Action, so she isn't sure of the solidity of the RDC.
I then talked with
Barry Williams of RSVP who had gone to a conference sponsored by RDC.
He
had a problem figuring out exactly what this group is doing, what their
.focus is.
The conference seemed to be more about spiritual unity than
practical or strategic work.
They did mention building political
coalitions & talked about Native Americans & African Americans running for
electoral offices & about political empowerment but didn't talk about how.
RSVP suggested I talk with FOR/SE.
I'll try but I'm not sure how much
further I should go.
More info later.
I then talked with Rose Milligan of Peace Development Fund.
They've
funded this group. She spoke well of them.
They're working to empower
people.
Seem to be getting a lot of community support but people are very
fearful of the KKK.
Their strength has been that they're able to involve
people, hold elected officials accountable, raise critical issues.
Financially, not doing well, very little money from area.
Could
definitely use a grant.
14)
Silkwings I first talked with Steve Newcom of the Headwaters Fund.
He didn't know much. They'd gotten a proposal from this group but they
only fund Twin Cities. He did say that it seemed a very interesting group.
I then talked with Ginger Ehrman of the MN Peace & Justice Coalition.
She
knew just a little about this group.
It joined the Coalition about a year
ago.
They work with low income women on violence & battered women issues.
Ginger's impression from meeting some of the group was that they were a
solid and serious group.

.

15)
Refuse & Resist - I called Maxine Wolfe in NYC.
She "totally hates
them."
RCP - totally homophobic.
In 1984, RCP put out a diatribe on
lesbian & gay men which hadn't changed from 1964.
She's confronted them

.

personally but no changes at all.
She did know that they had been part of
a Repro Rights Coalition in NYC but doesn't know if they're still active.
The Coalition isn't doing much now in any case.
She can't see Resist
funding anything RCP is involved with.
16 ) Alliance for Cultural Democracy - I talked with Rosemarie StraijerAmador of Flor de Cana.
She's a member of ACD, has gone to most of the
annual conferences.
She thinks this is a fantastic group/ fantastic
resource for her progressive Latino music group.
Projects great, great
for making connections from multi-cultural to intergenerational.
Doors
open more easily to groups around the US through this organization.
They're very good with Latino community connections.
Workshops offered at
conferences speak to Flor de Cana's concerns such as marketing for
alternative groups and skills sharing.
The sharing of research is
invaluable.
Membership tends to be connected to communities of social
change, universities, student groups, community groups, people of color
groups, including Latino.
It would be very hard for Flor's work without
this organization.
As far as the magazine- excellent, great for ideas to
use in their work, for news from around the country.
It's been focusing
on Quincentennial work around the US - Flor wants to be involved in this
work & will be able to do this through the contacts of this group.
The
recent conference in Albuquerque was fantastic.
Among other things, Flor
established a contact in the Native American community in Florida and an
event has been set up in FL for Flor de Cana.
She highly recommends our
funding ACD.

17)
Maine Citizens/Bill of Rights - Jane Guise of AFSC/NE knows of this.
she said that the contact person "is a maverick kind of guy but has done
. s ignificant work in Haine." The group has had contact with several
universities there, has developed funding from several universities.
The
issue, she feels, doesn't get enough attention.
There's an ACLU
conference in March which, in part, will deal with the same issue but is

broader in focus.

She doesn't know about any follow-up work in past done

on conferences.
She would say that this is part of a process - initial
educational phase on issue/ this, so far, has not stimulated direct
organizing because most groups don't feel that this issue is at the top of
their agenda.
It is valuable to open people's eyes about secrecy ·
of US intelligence organization.
CCR, IPA, NCARL, ACLU are some of few
groups doing this type of work in an ongoing way across US.

•

18)
Intentional Future Dan Peteqorsky knows of the paper they do.
A
while back he was approached about the idea of doing the paper, at the
time he was skeptical about the feasibility of doing an alternative paper
for the area.
They have published 6 to 8 issues but he doesn't have a
sense how widely distributed it is, to whom a~d to what effect.
He felt
the politics are good from the papers he's read/ Gulf stuff pretty fair.
It's geared toward the activist community• resources, groups to get
involved with.
Fair minded in not picking sides in the movement.
Groups
mentioned in proposal are direct action environmental groups & mostly
small ones.
This group does deal with various issues and is a good group
as far as he knows.
His opinion of this particular project request there is a need for technical assistance & training events.
Those which
have been done by different groups have been popular.
----Nancy Moniz, Resist staff

